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Abstract
Computational Woodworking: Tools for Designing
Stable Decorative Joints and Flexible Kerf Patterns
by
JiaXian Yao
Doctor of Philosophy in Computer Science
University of California, Berkeley
Professor Maneesh Agrawala, Co-chair
Professor Björn Hartmann, Co-chair
Traditional wood furniture often features decorative intrinsic joints and beautifully curved
parts created with woodworking techniques. To craft such furniture, experienced woodworkers usually begin by drawing a visual design that describes not only the overall shape of the
furniture but also the detailed appearances of the joints and curved parts. They then manually verify whether their furniture design satisfies all the constraints imposed by the intended
design scenario (e.g., furniture assembled via joints must be stable when put together) and
redesign if needed. Finally, they fabricate the furniture with conventional woodworking tools.
This traditional furniture crafting process demands experience in woodworking and has historically been inaccessible to amateur users. Encouragingly, the continuing advancement
and increasing availability of CAD programs and CNC machines have lowered the entry to
the visual design and physical fabrication steps of the furniture crafting process. But, neither CAD programs nor CNC machines help users verify whether their visual design of the
furniture fulfills all the necessary constraints, even though such verification often requires
advanced woodworking knowledge not commonly held by everyday users. As a result, the
verification step of the crafting process presents a serious challenge that prevents average
users from expressing their creativity in furniture design.
This thesis explores ways to assist users with verifying their furniture designs and guide
users towards visual designs that satisfy all the requisite constraints. We aim to develop
algorithms that automate the difficult verification step, allowing users to focus on producing
the visual design of their furniture rather than analyzing the validity of their design. This
thesis introduces interactive design tools that integrate algorithms informed by woodworking
techniques to enable users to create (1) stable furniture models assembled via decorative
intrinsic joints and (2) curved furniture parts formed through flexible kerf patterns.
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There are two general categories of intrinsic woodworking joints. Box joints (e.g.,
dovetail joints) connect parts perpendicularly to construct drawers or cabinets
(a), while frame joints (e.g., pinned double bridle joints) attach parts planarly to
build window frames or backs of chairs (b). While many joints have simple yet
decorative surface appearance (c), their internal geometries are often surprisingly
complex and difficult to design directly (d). (Please zoom in to see the geometric
details of the joints.) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Woodworkers traditionally employ three different methods to bend wood. The
steaming method softens timber pieces with heat and moisture in a steam box
before bending them (a), while the lamination method bends thinly-sliced lumber
strips before gluing them together (b). In comparison, the kerfing method is less
labor-intensive and allows wood boards to bend flexibly by cutting deep notches
into them (c). Inspired by the kerfing method, designers have created cutout
patterns or kerf patterns that similarly enable rigid boards to become flexible
after materials are removed from them based on the patterns (d). . . . . . . . .
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Hand-crafted furniture often includes decorative joinery that is valued for its
strength and beauty (a). With our interactive joinery design tool, users draw
the visible 2D surface regions corresponding to parts on the surface of a solid 3D
furniture model (b). Our tool then constructs solid 3D parts that conform to the
user-specified regions and assemble into the solid model (c, d). (Please zoom in
to see joint details in furniture models.) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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Three stage workflow of our interactive joinery design tool. In stage 1, the user
creates a solid 3D model and draws a partition of the model’s exterior surface into
groups of regions we call surface 2D parts (each color—green, orange, blue,
pink, and purple—indicates a different surface 2D part). In stage 2, our tool
either converts each such surface 2D part into a corresponding solid 3D part
that together assemble into the input solid model, or reports that such conversion
is infeasible. If the infeasibility is due to collisions between the surface 2D parts,
our tool visualizes the collision regions and allows the user to quickly redesign the
parts so that they are collision free. In stage 3, our tool uses physical simulation
to check the stability of the solid 3D parts (the red arrows indicate that three
legs of the Leaf table are unstable and will slide with respect to the table-top).
If the parts are unstable, our tool suggest where the user might add 2D regions
to a surface part in order to improve stability (highlighted yellow regions). The
user can then go back to stage 1 and redesign the surface 2D parts based on the
suggestions. Figure 3.1 shows the redesigned Leaf table with additional joints
connecting the legs to the table-top. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Given a solid 3D model with a set of surface 2D parts (a), we compute a directional
blocking graph (DBG) in a discrete set of directions (8 in this 2D example, 26
in our 3D implementation) (b). For each DBG direction we compute a blocking
graph. For example in the upward direction graph at the top of the DBG, the
arrow from orange to blue means that the orange part is blocked by the blue
part in the upward direction. We use the DBG to compute SOPA compatible
disassembly sequences one of which is shown in (c). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Given surface 2D parts and a SOPA sequence, we initialize Max(p3 ) to include the
complete input solid model (a). We then compute the sweep volumes of earlier
surface 2D parts in their respective disassembly directions (b) and subtract them
from Max(p3 ) (c). We also compute the sweep volumes of subsequent surface 2D
parts in the negative disassembly direction for p3 (d) and subtract them from
Max(p3 ) (e). Finally, we remove any extraneous volumes from Max(p3 ) (f). We
similarly generate all of the other maximum 3D parts (g). . . . . . . . . . . . .
Surface 2D parts p1 and p2 (a) and their corresponding maximum 3D parts (b).
The maximum 3D parts are used as the initial solid 3D parts P1 and P2 . To reallocate the intersection volume I12 between P1 and P2 (c), we evaluate whether
it can be given to p2 . Such a gift would block a portion of P1 (labeled B12 ) from
being disassembled upwards with the rest of P1 . Because the solid 3D part P1
still contains its surface 2D part p1 even without the intersection and blocked
volumes, the gift occurs (d). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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The intersection I12 between solid 3D parts P1 and P2 touches a portion of surface
2D part p1 (a). As a result, the intersection volume cannot be given to P2
without first removing some volume near the intersected portion of p1 . The
initial thickening volume Tf for the intersected portion f is obtained by extruding
f parallel to p1 ’s disassembly direction until it touches a non-neighboring face of
p2 (b). This initial thickening volume is iteratively reduced by half (c) until it no
longer intersects p2,nnf . The intersection volume is reduced by subtracting Tf (d)
and can now be given to P2 , resulting in new solid 3D parts (e, f). . . . . . . . .
Disassembly sequence minimizing collisions between surface 2D parts (a bottom).
Each thumbnail highlights the next part to be removed from the assembly in the
disassembly direction indicated by the arrow (e.g., the green part is removed in
step 1). A red border indicates that the disassembly step contains collisions. Users
can inspect the collision regions within each such step; here the user examines
collision regions between the green and purple parts in step 1 (a top). To resolve
the collision, the user can choose to give the highlighted collision regions to either
of the two regions involved (b or c). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Results of stability and tilt tests comparing analytic and experimental results
with analyses from our variational static solver and the equilibrium method (EM)
implementation analyzed by Shin et al. [83]. To match with prior results [83],
we follow the reported material density, 1.5 g/cm3 , and friction angle, 43°. “S”
and “U” indicate stable and unstable. For stability determination on a horizontal
ground plane, our variational solver matches with the analytic and experimental
solutions for all assemblies. EM differs by missing the sliding instability for the
H assembly. For the tilt tests, our variational solver predicts a critical tilt angle
between the angles experimentally determined and those predicted by EM. Note
that mesh colors indicate block number and do not depict stress. . . . . . . . . .
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Results of stability analyses from our variational solver and the equilibrium
method (EM) on five inadequately jointed furniture models under gravity. “S”
and “U” indicate stable and unstable assembly results per method, respectively.
All examples should be determined unstable in the analysis. Note that EM incorrectly determines the two leftmost assemblies stable. In addition to analyzing
whether the furniture assembly is stable or not, for furniture design we require
an analysis of where and how parts are sliding or hinging against each other if
the system is found part-unstable. This is information that EM cannot provide.
Our variational solver identifies the location and direction of sliding and hinging
part-instabilities between furniture parts (bottom row). This allows our tool to
suggest additional joint regions to improve part stabilities. For the bamboo table,
the six small braces near the ground are modeled with density 8.0 g/cm3 and all
other parts are modeled with density 0.3 g/cm3 , while the four remaining models
use a density of 0.5 g/cm3 . The corresponding friction coefficients µ used for each
model are summarized above. Red and blue arrows, if present, give the local linear and angular acceleration of unstable parts (i.e., the locations and directions
of the sliding and hinging instabilities, respectively). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
An initial set of surface 2D parts (a) generates unstable solid 3D parts (b). Our
tool reports the part instabilities and presents the relative linear accelerations
between unstable parts as red arrows. Our tool highlights suggested regions in
yellow on the model surface where additional 2D regions can be drawn to improve
part stability (c). Re-design with additional 2D regions leads to a stable 3D part
assembly (d). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
A representative sample of joints designed and fabricated using our interactive
tool. Some are based on traditional woodworking joints (b, e, g) and others on
Japanese joinery (a, c, d, f). For all of these designs we drew the surface 2D
parts using a photo of the assembled hand-crafted joint (top row) as a guide.
The resulting solid 3D parts generated by our tool (3rd row) is very similar to
the hand-crafted part geometry (4th row) suggesting that the internal geometry
of such joints is inherently complex. Please zoom in to see the geometric details.
Appendix A contains 100 decorative joints we created using our tool. . . . . . .
Complete furniture assemblies we designed using our interactive tool. . . . . . .
Our tool can generate decorative joints for free-form surfaces like the Stanford
bunny. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
We commissioned a woodworker to fabricate a version of the Branca chair at full
size using the solid 3D parts generated by our tool. (Coffee cup was added for
scale.) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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Kerf patterns allow rigid boards to bend flexibly while imparting them with
unique styles (a). Starting with a unit pattern that is tileable on a grid, our
design tool simulates the bending behavior of the kerf pattern (i.e., tiled unit
patterns) at interactive rates (b). If the initial pattern is less flexible than desired, users can apply our design principles and effectively modify its geometry
to improve its flexibility (c). (We note that the initial and final pattern designs
undergo the same amount of bending force.) Users can then incorporate the final, flexible pattern into their furniture project (d). Please zoom in to see the
geometric details of the kerf pattern designs. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Given two neighboring unit patterns along the x-axis, the right boundary face
of the left pattern (highlighted by the orange line) and the left boundary face of
the right pattern (highlighted by the green line) must match when the patterns
undergo bending (a). Since unit patterns are identical and bend exactly alike,
the left boundary faces of both the left and right patterns must match via a
rigid-body transformation. Therefore, when a unit pattern experiences bending,
its left and right boundary faces must also match via a rigid-body transformation
(b). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Given a kerf pattern, its local geodesic is the shortest path between any pair of
leftmost and rightmost vertices of the pattern (each color—green, purple, and
blue—denotes a different local geodesic) (a). The global geodesic or geodesic of
a pattern is its shortest local geodesic (b). To compute the curvature formed by
a kerf pattern along the x-axis, we approximate the top and bottom surfaces of
the bent pattern with least-squares paraboloids and estimate the curvature as the
average of principal curvatures of the two paraboloids at their centers along the
x-axis (c). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
The geodesic region of a kerf pattern is the region of the pattern along its geodesic
(highlighted by the red dotted line) (a). When a pattern with a long geodesic
undergoes bending (b), portions of the geodesic region twist as opposed to bend
(c). These torsions collectively enable the geodesic region, as well as the pattern,
to bend beyond the elastic limit of the fabrication material (e.g., this example
pattern is fabricated with rigid birch plywood). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Given a line segment of the geodesic, its width at any point is the perpendicular
line segment that intersects the kerf pattern (a) and its corresponding bar segment
is the extrusion of the area covered its widths at all points (b). We define the
geodesic region of a pattern as a sequence of bar segments corresponding to the
line segments of the geodesic. When a pattern experiences bending (c), a more
horizontally oriented bar segment of the geodesic region can only bend minimally
due to the rigidity of the material (d). On the other hand, a more vertically
oriented bar segment can twist significantly in spite of the rigid material and we
measure its twist angle (labeled ϕ) as the rotation degree of its cross section (the
area highlighted by the purple line) (e). Accumulatively, the twist angles of the
bar segments form the majority of the curvature of the geodesic region (f). . . .
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4.6

4.7

A representative sample of the 75 unit kerf patterns designed to help identify
geometric features of a pattern that are directly related to its curvature. We
have created these 75 patterns to have a great diversity of decorative geometric
designs (a–l), a large span of geodesic lengths from short (b, d, f, j) to long (e, g,
k, l), and a wide range of curvatures from inflexible (a, b, d, j) to flexible (c, e, g,
k). From these patterns, we have observed that they additionally differ in three
geometric features associated with geodesics (Section 4.4.3): geodesic widths (a
and b, c and d), geodesic orientations (e and f, g and h), and the number of
distinct local geodesics (i and j, k and l, whose distinct local geodesics, excluding
the geodesic, are delineated with red dotted lines). We size all unit kerf patterns
to have the same dimension (3.5 × 3.5 × 0.03 cm) and assign them properties
of birch plywood (Young’s modulus E = 8.0 × 109 N/m2 and Poisson’s ratio ν =
0.3), a common (rigid) fabrication material for laser cutters and CNC machines.
We apply 40 N of bending force to all these patterns and compute their curvatures
(labeled under the pattern names) as outlined in Section 4.4.1. To accentuate the
curvature differences between unit kerf patterns, we tile them on a 5 × 3 grid,
along the x- and y-axis respectively, and visualize the bending behaviors of the
resulting patterns. Please zoom in to see the geometric details of the pattern
designs. We provide all 75 unit kerf patterns in Appendix B. . . . . . . . . . . .
Correlations between curvatures formed by 75 unit kerf patterns (vertical axis)
and their geodesic lengths (horizontal axis), as well as three geodesic measures.
We scale the geodesic lengths and measures by their respective maximum values
as the actual values are irrelevant to the correlation analysis. The colors and
shapes of the highlighted data points correspond to the colors and row positions
of the patterns in Figure 4.6 (squares and circles refer to the top and bottom rows,
respectively). The analysis reveals that the geodesic length alone is insufficiently
correlated with the pattern curvature (a), which depends on three additional geometric features of the geodesic. The geodesic measure M1 takes geodesic widths
into consideration so that for patterns with comparable geodesic lengths (e.g.,
the Star and Wave patterns highlighted by the blue data points) (a), patterns
with narrower geodesics receive greater values (b). The geodesic measure M2
additionally incorporates geodesic orientations and assigns larger values to patterns whose bar segments are more vertically oriented (e.g., the Wiggle pattern
as compared to the Vine pattern) (c). Finally, the geodesic measure M3 further
accounts for the number of distinct local geodesics and allot patterns with fewer
distinct local geodesics proportionally higher values (e.g., the Pinwheel pattern
relative to the Coin pattern) (d). By considering all three additional geometric
features of the geodesic, the geodesic measure M3 achieves a strong correlation
with the pattern curvature and they have a high R2 of 0.902 when fitted with a
least-squares linear regression. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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4.8

Our interactive kerf pattern design tool contains two main windows. The design
window on the left shows the 2D unit pattern (a) and the simulation window
on the right displays the 3D kerf pattern, which consists of extruded 2D unit
patterns tiled on a 3 × 5 grid (b). As users modify the geometry of the unit
pattern, the design window highlights in real-time the updated global geodesic
(the red line) and distinct local geodesics (the red dotted lines) of the resulting
pattern (a), while the simulation window presents the updated bending behavior
of the redesigned pattern based on the user-specified bending force (d). The
simulation window can additionally show the bending behavior of a known flexible
kerf pattern (the purple pattern) under the same bending force to help users better
gauge the flexibility level of their pattern design (d). As the pattern undergoes
bending, both windows optionally visualize the stress incurred by the pattern to
spotlight regions experiencing high levels of deformations (c,d). These regions
often fracture easily and users can choose to redesign them first as they edit the
pattern to improve its flexibility. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
4.9 For this lattice pattern design, we observe that its geodesics as highlighted by
our tool are primarily horizontal. We thus update the (rotated) rectangles in
the pattern to be hexagons in order to introduce vertical line segments to the
geodesics (Design Principle #2). While this edit does improve the flexibility of
the pattern (Step 2), the improvement is minor because the geodesics remain
short. Therefore, we make the geodesics longer by modifying the geometries of
the octagons (Design Principle #1) and the pattern becomes more flexible as
expected (Step 3). Finally, we remove a few horizontal bars from the pattern
(Step 4). This removal not only further lengthens the geodesics, but also reduces
the number of distinct local geodesics from four to two (Design Principle #3),
resulting in a significantly more flexible pattern design. We note that we have
added solid bars to the left and right sides of the fabricated pattern only to enable
us to bend the pattern more easily. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
4.10 To improve the flexibility of this floret pattern, we first apply decorative cuts to
its petals (Step 2). These cuts increase the geodesic lengths and consequently
the flexibility level of the pattern. We then redesign the geometries of the lilies
so that the geodesics contain more vertical line segments and the pattern bends
more flexibly as a result (Step 3). We continue to edit the geometries of the lilies
along the horizontal middle of the pattern to decrease the number of distinct local
geodesics by half, which allows the pattern to be even more flexible (Step 4). This
editing session shows that, by applying our design principles deliberately and
aesthetically, users can use our tool to create appreciably more flexible patterns
while remaining faithful to the original designs. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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4.11 We start redesigning this fish pattern by adding wavy cutouts that resemble
markings on tropical fish to the left half of the pattern (Step 2). These cutouts
force the geodesics to zigzag as opposed to traversing straight through the pattern,
therefore making the geodesics longer, as well as more vertically oriented, and the
pattern more flexible. We proceed to create cutouts adapted from fish scales in the
original design and incorporated them into the right half of the pattern (Step 3).
These cutouts additionally lengthen the geodesics and enable the pattern to bend
even more. We finish the editing by thickening the cutouts we have added and
the flexibility level of the pattern further increases due to the decreased geodesic
widths (Step 4). As evidenced by the final design, our tool empowers users to
apply the design principles creatively and produce flexible, artistic patterns that
take inspirations from the source patterns. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Traditional wood furniture often features decorative intrinsic joints and beautifully curved
parts created with woodworking techniques that combine form with function. To craft such
furniture, experienced woodworkers usually go through three distinct steps [68]. In the first
step, woodworkers draw up by hand a visual design that not only describes the overall shape
of the furniture but also delineates the detailed surface appearances of the joints and curved
parts. In the second step, they manually verify whether their initial furniture design satisfies
all the constraints imposed by the intended design scenario (e.g., furniture assembled via
joints must be stable when put together) and they iterate between modifying and verifying
their design until all the constraints are met. Finally, in the last step, they fabricate the
furniture with conventional woodworking tools, such as hand saws and carving knives.
This traditional furniture crafting process demands experience and expertise in woodworking and has historically been inaccessible to amateur users. However, the continuing
advancement and increasing availability of CAD programs and CNC machines have lowered
the entry to the visual design and physical fabrication of the furniture, i.e., the first and last
steps of the crafting process. Specifically, CAD programs such as AutoCAD and Illustrator
allow users to create furniture models with desired visual appearances relatively easily; and
CNC machines such as 3D printers and CNC routers help users physically make furniture
pieces by automating most of the fabrication process.
But, neither CAD programs nor CNC machines assist users with verifying whether their
visual design of the furniture fulfills all the necessary constraints, even though such verification often requires advanced knowledge of woodworking and mechanics not commonly held
by everyday users. For example, to design furniture assembled with intrinsic joinery, users
must be familiar with the intricate geometries of woodworking joints and ensure that the
furniture parts meet the geometric constraints and assemble into the intended configuration
without collision. Similarly, to design furniture with curved parts, users need to understand the mechanics of bending and take the physical constraints of the fabrication material
into account so that the curved parts can bend into the desired shapes without fracturing.
Manually verifying these constraints can be time consuming and mentally taxing even for
expert woodworkers. For average users, the verification step of the crafting process presents
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(a) Dovetail joint

(b) Pinned double bridle joint
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(c) Four-way goose neck joint

(d) Internal joint geometries

Figure 1.1: There are two general categories of intrinsic woodworking joints. Box joints (e.g.,
dovetail joints) connect parts perpendicularly to construct drawers or cabinets (a), while frame
joints (e.g., pinned double bridle joints) attach parts planarly to build window frames or backs
of chairs (b). While many joints have simple yet decorative surface appearance (c), their internal
geometries are often surprisingly complex and difficult to design directly (d). (Please zoom in to
see the geometric details of the joints.)

a serious challenge that prevents them from expressing their creativity in furniture design.
This thesis explores ways to help users verify their furniture designs and guide users
towards visual designs that satisfy all the requisite geometric and physical constraints. We
aim to develop algorithms that automate the tedious and difficult verification step, allowing
users to focus on producing the visual design of their furniture rather than analyzing the
validity of their design. In this thesis, we introduce interactive design tools that embody
these goals, using algorithms informed by woodworking techniques and mechanical analyses
to enable users to create (1) stable furniture models assembled via decorative intrinsic joints
and (2) curved furniture parts formed through flexible kerf patterns.

1.1

Woodworking Techniques

We have studied a variety of woodworking books and websites on intrinsic joinery and kerf
bending in order to guide the development of our interactive design tools [29, 34, 60, 19, 82,
70, 8, 46, 76, 4, 75, 89, 67, 48]. Here, we provide basic background on these two woodworking
techniques and briefly discuss why they are challenging for amateur users to incorporate into
their furniture design.

Intrinsic Joinery
Modern ready-to-assemble furniture typically connects parts together via external fasteners
such as nails and screws. In contrast, traditional hand-made furniture employs intrinsic
joints to interlock parts along their mating surfaces through carefully sculpted geometries on
the parts. These joints are valued for their structural integrity and aesthetic appeal. Based
on the configuration of the interlocked furniture parts, woodworkers classify joints into two
general categories [60, 19, 70]. They use box joints when parts are joined perpendicularly to
build drawers and cabinets (e.g., the dovetail joint in Figure 1.1a). For window frames and
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(a) Steam bending

(b) Lamination bending
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(c) Kerf bending

(d) Kerf Pattern

Figure 1.2: Woodworkers traditionally employ three different methods to bend wood. The steaming
method softens timber pieces with heat and moisture in a steam box before bending them (a),
while the lamination method bends thinly-sliced lumber strips before gluing them together (b). In
comparison, the kerfing method is less labor-intensive and allows wood boards to bend flexibly by
cutting deep notches into them (c). Inspired by the kerfing method, designers have created cutout
patterns or kerf patterns that similarly enable rigid boards to become flexible after materials are
removed from them based on the patterns (d).

backs of chairs where parts are planar, woodworkers utilize frame joints to attach the parts
together (e.g., the pinned double bridle joint in Figure 1.1b).
While intrinsic joints often have relatively simple yet aesthetic surface appearance, figuring out their underlying geometries that match the surface appearance when assembled can
often be challenging for average users. For example, the Japanese four-way goose neck joint
in Figure 1.1c can only be taken apart diagonally and the necessary internal geometries that
assemble together and conform to the surface appearance are surprisingly complex and difficult for users to design directly (Figure 1.1d). Moreover, when modeling joint geometries for
furniture parts, users need to ensure that (1) the resulting parts do not obstruct one another
during assembly and (2) the final assembled furniture remains stable under external forces
such as gravity. Both of these requirements can be demanding for inexperienced users to
manually verify.

Kerf Bending
Classic aesthetic wood furniture often features elegantly curved parts that are thoughtfully
crafted with wood bending. Compared to carving blocks of lumber into desired curved
shapes, wood bending requires only narrow pieces and results in much less waste. Traditionally, woodworkers employ one of the three bending methods to form curved wood parts [75].
The steaming method softens and bends solid timber with heat and moisture, while the lamination method bends thinly-sliced lumber strips before gluing them together (Figure 1.2a,b)
[76, 4]. Both methods are labor-intensive, allow wood to be flexible only temporarily, and require clamping the bent wood pieces overnight to set their shapes. In comparison, the kerfing
method is considerably less time-consuming and involves only cutting deep, evenly-spaced
notches into wood boards (Figure 1.2c). These notches weaken sections of wood boards,
enabling them to be permanently flexible around the notch cutting direction [46, 89].
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Inspired by the traditional kerfing method, professional designers have created various
cutout patterns or kerf patterns that similarly allow rigid boards to bend flexibly around
one axis after materials are removed from them according to the patterns (Figure 1.2d).
But unlike the kerfing method that uses only repetitive notches, kerf patterns give users the
artistic freedom to create ornamental designs that impart unique styles to their furniture.
However, for everyday users, verifying whether kerf patterns are flexible can be difficult
because straightforward visual inspections of their geometric designs do not obviously reveal
their flexibility levels. As a result, users often create many patterns blindly in hopes that
some will be flexible and resort to physically fabricating the patterns in order to evaluate
their flexibility levels, which is costly in time and material and leads to an unproductive trial
and error design process [6, 48].

1.2

Interactive Design Tools

In our research, we develop and create tools to address the aforementioned design challenges
and empower users to create furniture designs that make effective use of woodworking techniques without prior knowledge. As an overview, in Chapter 2, we discuss related work
in the area of design tools for fabrication. In the following two chapters, we describe our
interactive tools for designing stable decorative joints and flexible kerf patterns. Finally, we
conclude by summarizing the contributions and outlining future work in Chapter 5.

Chapter 3: Designing Stable Decorative Joints
High-quality hand-made furniture often employs intrinsic joints that geometrically interlock
along mating surfaces. Such joints increase the structural integrity of the furniture and add
to its visual appeal. Chapter 3 presents an interactive tool for designing such intrinsic joints.
Users draw the visual appearance of the joints on the surface of an input furniture model as
groups of 2D regions that must belong to the same part. Our tool automatically partitions
the furniture model into a set of solid 3D parts that conform to the user-specified 2D regions
and assemble into the furniture. If the input does not merit assemblable solid 3D parts,
our tool reports the failure and suggests options for redesigning the 2D surface regions so
that they are assemblable. Similarly, if any parts in the resulting assembly are unstable,
our tool suggests where additional 2D regions should be drawn to better interlock the parts
and improve stability. To perform this stability analysis, we introduce a novel variational
static analysis method that addresses shortcomings of the equilibrium method for our task.
Specifically, our method correctly detects sliding instabilities and reports the locations and
directions of sliding and hinging failures. We show that our tool can be used to generate
over 100 joints inspired by traditional woodworking and Japanese joinery. We also design
and fabricate 9 complete furniture assemblies that are stable and connected using only the
intrinsic joints produced by our tool.
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Chapter 4: Designing Flexible Kerf Patterns
Inspired by traditional wood bending methods, kerf patterns allow rigid boards to bend
flexibly by removing materials from them based on periodic cutout patterns. But, because
the geometric designs of kerf patterns are not obviously related to their flexibility levels,
assessing whether a pattern design is flexible is challenging without physical fabrication
and if the design is inflexible, there exist no principles on how to redesign the pattern
geometry to improve its flexibility. Chapter 4 introduces a design tool that enables users to
interactively simulate the flexibility levels of their pattern designs and establishes a set of
design principles that users can effectively apply to their pattern geometries for improved
flexibilities. To perform simulations at interactive rates, we propose a fast, periodic boundary
condition-constrained finite element method that exploits the periodicity of a kerf pattern
by simulating only its constituent unit pattern. Through creating 75 unit kerf patterns
and quantitatively analyzing the relationship between their flexibility levels and geometric
designs, we show that the flexibility level of a pattern is well correlated with its geodesic,
i.e., the shortest path between the leftmost and rightmost sides of the pattern. Our tool
and geodesic-based design principles eliminate physical fabrication and redesign guesswork,
allowing users to focus on the visual designs of their kerf patterns and giving them the
creative freedom to prototype novel aesthetic flexible patterns.

1.3

Statement of Multiple Authorship and Prior
Publication

The research presented in this thesis on the interactive tool for designing stable decorative
joints is based on the paper published in ACM Transactions on Graphics 2017 [104]. I am the
primary author of the publication, but this work could not have been accomplished without
the help from my advisor Maneesh Agrawala and my co-authors who I am fortunate and
grateful to have worked with. Danny Kaufman, my Adobe internship mentor, and Yotam
Gingold have provided me with invaluable ideas and feedback for the project.
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Chapter 2
Related Work
Developing interactive design tools for fabrication is an active area of research in the computer graphics and human–computer interaction communities. Since our work focuses on
creating decorative joints and kerf patterns for fabricable furniture, we summarize the subset of techniques that are most relevant to this thesis. We additionally discuss research
specifically related to the supporting algorithms of our design tools in Chapters 3 and 4.

2.1

Designing Furniture Assemblies

Our interactive joinery design tool allows users to create furniture assemblies that are connected using decorative joints. Researchers have developed a number of similar systems for
designing fabricable furniture assemblies. The tools created by Lau et al. [40], Umetani
et al. [93], and Schulz et al. [77] are particularly inspiring as they let users customize the
overall shape of the furniture, while automatically adjusting the alignments and connections
between the parts to ensure a fabricable result. Both Umetani et al. and Schulz et al. also
analyze the physical stability of the resulting furniture. However, their methods rely on a
standard set of external fasteners such as nails and screws to attach the parts together and
do not account for the aesthetics of the joints.
Other works have introduced tools for designing furniture assemblies composed of flat
boards of material that are connected using intrinsic slotted joints or finger joints [64, 74,
28, 81, 10, 54, 15, 3]. While these techniques can generate a wide variety of furniture shapes,
the geometries of the joints between the parts are relatively rudimentary. Many recent
systems have also aimed at creating furniture designs that facilitate physical fabrications.
Yang et al. [103] use a material-aware database to replace furniture parts in order to simplify
fabrication and Wu et al. [100] translate high-level geometric designs to low-level fabrication
plans. Others enable users to easily fabricate jointed parts with portable CNC machines [90]
and power tools [41]. These approaches use a library of paramatrized joints and offer users
limited ability to alter the joint designs.
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Joinery Design

Several researchers have proposed computational systems that focus on creating joints for
different furniture design scenarios.
Fu et al. [20] presented an automated tool for producing a set of intrinsic joints that
interlock an input furniture assembly composed of rectangular boxes. Like earlier approaches
on generating interlocking puzzle parts from input models [101, 86], the tool ensures that
the resulting jointed parts are assemblable and interlocking, where every part is immobilized
except for a single key that is free to move. Similar to the work by Fu et al., Song et al. [87]
developed a method that generates intrinsic joints for interlocking furniture assemblies that
can additionally be reconfigured into different shapes. Both techniques use a template set of
woodworking joints (e.g., dovetail, mortise and tenon, etc.) and do not allow users to specify
the design of the joints.
Jacobson [35] and Magrisso et al. [47] introduced systems to facilitate the design of
3D printed joints that can connect furniture parts at unconventional and visually appealing
angles, enabling users to create and fabricate furniture shapes that are challenging to achieve
with traditional intrinsic joints. Their systems additionally perform structural analysis on
the user-designed joints and evaluate the stability of the assembled furniture. However, only
tube-shaped joints are supported by both tools and users cannot meaningfully modify the
geometries of the joints other than adjusting their dimensions and angles to fit the different
connecting furniture parts.
Our work on joinery design is closest to that of Larsson et al. [39]. They recently proposed an interactive system for designing traditional Japanese wood joints that are directly
fabricable with 3-axis CNC machines. Users manually create the geometries of the joints
based on a 3D grid of voxels and the system provides users with suggestions to improve the
CNC fabricability of their joint designs. While the tool empowers average users to fabricate
furniture assemblies with relatively complex wood joints, its voxel-based joinery design space
is fairly limiting and does not support the creation of free-form ornamental joints.
In contrast to these prior systems, our joinery design tool lets users directly delineate
the 2D appearance of the joints on the furniture surface and automatically computes the
necessary internal 3D joint geometries that conform to the user-specified surface appearance
and ensure the stability of the assembled furniture.

2.2

Designing Physical Properties

A number of recent efforts have focused on designing fabricable objects with various optimized physical properties. These techniques focus on reducing stress [88], preserving balance [69], increasing aerodynamics [94], optimizing the moment of inertia [2], maintaining
the stability of nailed together furniture [93] or rigid assemblies [97, 98, 83], allowing furniture to stack [43], fold [42], reconfigure [21], or interlock [96], and offsetting variations in
laser cutters to ensure that fabricated objects precisely match user-specified dimensions [72].
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Other methods reduce the amount of material required to fabricate objects [73, 95, 44] and
split large models into small parts for fabrication in 3D printers with limited working volume [45, 13, 105] or due to other constraints [30, 27]. In comparison, our kerf pattern design
tool allows users to create decorative patterns that enable rigid boards made of homogeneous
material to bend significantly more than what the material elasticity normally permits.

2.2.1

Decorative Pattern Design

Several researchers have investigated ornamental pattern designs for objects that can achieve
desired levels of structural integrity. Dumas et al. [18], Martinez et al. [53], and Schumacher
et al. [78] automatically generate aesthetic cutout patterns on an object surface based on
input texture or pattern exemplars and ensure that the resulting object is structurally sound
under gravity or user-defined loading scenarios. Complementarily, Chen et al. [12], Ma
et al. [11], and Zehnder et al. [106] presented automated design systems for producing an
object surface that is formed from tightly packed ornamental filigrees, tiles, or curves, while
guaranteeing that the generated patterns are well-connected and the resulting object is
sufficiently strong. Additionally, Schumacher et al. and Zehnder et al. let users customize
the aesthetics of their patterns by specifying the sizing or orientation fields of the patterns on
the object surface. Our kerf pattern design tool similarly empower users to create decorative
patterns, but with the goal of improving the flexibility levels of rigid boards.

2.2.2

Metamaterial Design

Many prior works have proposed techniques to design and fabricate deformable, elastic objects using heterogeneous materials. Bickel et al. [5] created heterogeneous objects consisting
of parallel layers of homogeneous materials to replicate the deformations of real-world objects.
Skouras et al. [85] and Xu et al. [102] both optimized a heterogeneous spatial distribution of
materials within an object so that the object exhibits desired deformations.
In contrast to a heterogeneous material, a metamaterial derives its elastic property from
the geometry of the material and can achieve various elasticities using a single homogeneous
material. Panetta et al. [65] and Schumacher et al. [80] computed a library of micro-structures
with varying elasticities and tiled them inside an object to match the target elastic behaviors.
Martinez et al. [50, 51] procedurally generated structures with graded elasticities by varying
the distribution of open-cell Voronoi foams. Ion et al. [32, 33] introduced a set of smallscale geometric structures that can be assembled to perform various mechanisms and exhibit
different textures. Schumacher et al. [79] and Martinez at al. [52] presented methods to
create periodically tiled sheets with desired elastic properties.
Our kerf pattern design tool similarly follows the metamaterial approach and alters the
elastic behaviors of rigid boards using aesthetic kerf patterns. While previous techniques
rely on 3D printed micro-structures that are not easily replicable with rigid boards made of
wood or acrylic, users can readily fabricate kerf patterns on these boards using laser cutters
and CNC machines.
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Chapter 3
Designing Stable Decorative Joints
3.1

Introduction

Modern ready-to-assemble furniture made by manufacturers like IKEA is typically composed
of a set of parts that are connected together via external fasteners such as screws, nails, bolts
and pegs. In contrast, high-quality hand-made furniture often employs intrinsic fasteners
or joints that are formed by carefully crafting the geometries of the parts to interlock along
mating surfaces. While such joints are valued for their structural integrity, and aesthetic
beauty, their 3D geometries can be difficult to design (Figure 3.1a and 3.11).
In practice, furniture designers begin by sketching the overall shape of the furniture
and delineating the visible 2D surfaces of the parts that are connected at each joint [68].
These drawings directly visualize the surface aesthetics of the furniture, and commercial
CAD software like SketchUp, AutoCAD and Rhino make it relatively easy to draw these
2D regions on the outer boundary of a solid furniture model. The challenge is to convert
such 2D surface regions into a set of solid 3D parts that (1) conform to the specified 2D
regions and (2) assemble without collision into the desired furniture shape. Often, even
for seemingly simple 2D regions, the solid 3D parts that satisfy these two constraints are
geometrically complex and therefore difficult for users to figure out and directly model in
CAD software (e.g., in Figure 3.1c, the green leg of the table has to slide in at a diagonal
angle to the tabletop). Moreover, for the resulting assembly to function as furniture it must
not collapse under its own weight; the parts should remain stable and not move with respect
to one another under external forces such as gravity.
We introduce an interactive tool for designing decorative joints such that the resulting
parts can be assembled into structurally sound furniture. The input to our tool is a single
solid 3D model of the furniture, and a partition of its outer surface into groups of 2D
surface regions that must belong to the same part. Our tool automatically partitions the
input solid model into a set of solid 3D parts, one per group of 2D regions, or reports that
such a partitioning violates one of the structural constraints—conformance to 2D regions,
assemblability, or stability. If parts violate the assemblability constraint, our tool visualizes
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(a) Hand-crafted furniture with decorative joints

(b) Input: Surface 2D parts

(c) Output: Solid 3D parts
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(d) Fabricated & assembled Leaf table

Figure 3.1: Hand-crafted furniture often includes decorative joinery that is valued for its strength
and beauty (a). With our interactive joinery design tool, users draw the visible 2D surface regions
corresponding to parts on the surface of a solid 3D furniture model (b). Our tool then constructs
solid 3D parts that conform to the user-specified regions and assemble into the solid model (c, d).
(Please zoom in to see joint details in furniture models.)

the collision regions between them and suggests how to redesign the 2D surface regions
so that the resulting parts are collision-free. Similarly, if any parts violate the stability
constraint, our tool suggests where additional 2D regions should be drawn to better interlock
the parts and improve stability. To analyze the stability of furniture parts, we devise a novel
variational static analysis solver, improving on the shortcomings of the widely employed
equilibrium method [63] for our analysis tasks.
We demonstrate the generality of our tool by generating 100 joints inspired by traditional
woodworking joints [70, 60], geometrically intricate Japanese joinery [82], and photographs
of joints found on the Web. We also use our tool to design and fabricate 9 complete furniture
assemblies that are stable and connected using only intrinsic joints. These results as well as
evaluative feedback from amateur woodworkers, professional furniture designers, and novice
first-time users suggest that our tool gives users the creative freedom to prototype new forms
of decorative joints and furniture, while focusing on their visual appearance rather than on
constructing their 3D solid geometry.

3.2

Overview

As shown in Figure 3.2, our interactive joinery design tool supports an iterative three stage
workflow. In stage 1, users create a watertight solid 3D model and draw the surface 2D
parts—2D regions on the model surface that must belong to the same part—using SketchUp.
In stage 2, our tool constructs a set of solid 3D parts that each conform to one of the surface
2D parts and that together assemble into the input solid model. In stage 3, our tool checks the
stability of the assembled furniture under the force of gravity and perturbations to gravity.
If the parts are unstable, our tool suggests where the user might add more surface 2D part
regions to improve stability. Users can then return to stage 1 and redesign the surface 2D
parts to iteratively produce the final furniture model.
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Stage 1: Create input (via SketchUp)

Solid 3D model

Surface 2D parts

Stage 2: Construct solid 3D parts

Solid 3D parts
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Stage 3: Stability analysis

Identify unstable parts

Suggest regions

User redesigns surface 2D parts based on suggestions

Figure 3.2: Three stage workflow of our interactive joinery design tool. In stage 1, the user creates
a solid 3D model and draws a partition of the model’s exterior surface into groups of regions we
call surface 2D parts (each color—green, orange, blue, pink, and purple—indicates a different
surface 2D part). In stage 2, our tool either converts each such surface 2D part into a corresponding
solid 3D part that together assemble into the input solid model, or reports that such conversion
is infeasible. If the infeasibility is due to collisions between the surface 2D parts, our tool visualizes
the collision regions and allows the user to quickly redesign the parts so that they are collision
free. In stage 3, our tool uses physical simulation to check the stability of the solid 3D parts (the
red arrows indicate that three legs of the Leaf table are unstable and will slide with respect to
the table-top). If the parts are unstable, our tool suggest where the user might add 2D regions
to a surface part in order to improve stability (highlighted yellow regions). The user can then go
back to stage 1 and redesign the surface 2D parts based on the suggestions. Figure 3.1 shows the
redesigned Leaf table with additional joints connecting the legs to the table-top.

3.3

Construct Solid 3D Parts

The first stage of our interactive joinery tool tries to construct a solid 3D part for each
surface 2D part subject to the following conditions:
(1) Conformance to surface 2D part. The solid 3D part must be a single solid model
(it cannot be disjoint) and its visible surface in the assembled model must exactly coincide
with its associated surface 2D part.
(2) Assemblability. It must be possible to join the solid 3D parts to one another in a
sequential order where each subsequent part is attached to the earlier parts using a single
collision-free translational motion. We call this sequential one-push assemblability (SOPA).
Prior work in assembly planning has shown that for an object composed of rigid parts,
computing a collision-free sequence of motions that brings the parts into their assembled
configuration is equivalent to starting with the object in its assembled configuration and
computing a sequence of motions that separates (or disassembles) the parts [99, 91]. Therefore, our approach is to first identify all SOPA compatible disassembly sequences for the
surface 2D parts (Section 3.3.1). We then iterate through each of the SOPA sequences and
apply a two-pass algorithm for converting the surface 2D parts into solid 3D parts (Section 3.3.2). We stop the iteration as soon as we obtain a set of solid 3D parts that satisfy
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Figure 3.3: Given a solid 3D model with a set of surface 2D parts (a), we compute a directional
blocking graph (DBG) in a discrete set of directions (8 in this 2D example, 26 in our 3D implementation) (b). For each DBG direction we compute a blocking graph. For example in the upward
direction graph at the top of the DBG, the arrow from orange to blue means that the orange part is
blocked by the blue part in the upward direction. We use the DBG to compute SOPA compatible
disassembly sequences one of which is shown in (c).

the conformance and assemblability conditions. If all the SOPA sequences fail to meet these
conditions, our tool reports which parts in each sequence failed so that the user can further
modify those parts and try again (Section 3.3.3).
For clarity, we illustrate our construction algorithm with figures that show solid 3D
models as 2D shapes and surface 2D parts as colored 1D edges (Figure 3.3–3.6).

3.3.1

Find SOPA Compatible Disassembly Sequences

To identify SOPA compatible disassembly sequences for the surface 2D parts, we first compute low-level blocking relationships between them. Specifically, we adapt the approach of
Agrawala et al. [1] and compute a directional blocking graph (DBG) that encodes the set
of directions in which each surface 2D part p is blocked by another surface 2D part q from
translating arbitrarily far away (Figure 3.3a,b). Like Agrawala et al., we build the DBG for
a discrete set of translation directions—in our case the 6 main axial directions, the 12 face
diagonal directions, and the 8 corner diagonal directions. To identify the blocking relationships between pairs of parts, we first sweep each surface 2D part p in each of the translation
directions far enough to escape the bounding box of the input solid model and then check
if the resulting sweep volumes intersect any other surface 2D part q. Such an intersection
implies that q blocks p in the corresponding translation direction.
Since our tool focuses on generating SOPA sequences, our DBG only considers blocking
with respect to single translational motions. Note however, that extension of the DBG to
consider multi-step translational motions and rotational motions is possible [25], but would
significantly increase the size of the search space for disassembly sequences. We have found
that nearly all joints that appear in woodworking books [82, 70, 60] can be assembled using
the single translational motions allowed by SOPA sequences; and we leave extensions to
other models of assemblability to future work.
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(c) Earlier sweep
volumes subtracted

(d) Subsequent parts (e) Subsequent sweep (f ) Extraneous disjoint
volumes subtracted
volumes removed
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(g) Maximum 3D Parts

Figure 3.4: Given surface 2D parts and a SOPA sequence, we initialize Max(p3 ) to include the
complete input solid model (a). We then compute the sweep volumes of earlier surface 2D parts in
their respective disassembly directions (b) and subtract them from Max(p3 ) (c). We also compute
the sweep volumes of subsequent surface 2D parts in the negative disassembly direction for p3 (d)
and subtract them from Max(p3 ) (e). Finally, we remove any extraneous volumes from Max(p3 )
(f). We similarly generate all of the other maximum 3D parts (g).

We use the DBG to find the set of SOPA compatible disassembly sequences for the surface
2D parts as follows. For each permutation pi , ..., pn of the surface 2D parts, we consider each
part pi in order and lookup the set of directions for which pi is not blocked by the subsequent
parts pi+1 , ..., pn . If every part in the permutation has at least one such unblocked direction,
we add the permutation along with the unblocked directions for each part to our list of SOPA
compatible disassembly sequences. Figure 3.3c shows one such SOPA compatible sequence.

3.3.2

Two-Pass Construction Algorithm

For each SOPA compatible disassembly sequence we obtain in the first step, we apply a
two-pass algorithm that tries to construct a solid 3D part for each surface 2D part subject to
the conformance and assemblability conditions. In the first pass, we compute the maximum
portion of the input solid model volume that could belong to each surface 2D part p. We
call this maximum volume the maximum 3D part and denote it Max(p). In most cases, these
maximum 3D parts intersect one another, so in the second pass we re-allocate the volume
of the maximum 3D parts to remove such intersections, yielding a solid 3D part P for each
surface 2D part p. All of our sweep, union, subtraction, and intersection operations are
computed via constructive solid geometry (CSG) [108].
3.3.2.1

Pass 1: Construct Maximum 3D Parts

Given a SOPA compatible disassembly sequence of surface 2D parts p1 , ..., pn , we compute
a corresponding set of maximum 3D parts Max(p1 ), ..., Max(pn ), where each Max(pi ) is the
maximum portion of the solid model volume that can belong to pi while remaining SOPA
disassemblable from the other surface 2D parts (Figure 3.4). We initialize each Max(pi ) to
the complete input solid model volume and then subtract volume to ensure disassemblability.
We subtract volume based on two observations.
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First, we observe that for each maximum 3D part Max(pi ) to be SOPA disassemblable
from the other surface 2D parts, it cannot contain any of the volume swept out by the
earlier parts p1 , ..., pi−1 as they are translated in their respective disassembly directions
(Figure 3.4b). Otherwise some earlier part would collide with Max(pi ) as it was disassembled. Therefore, we subtract all disassembly sweep volumes for earlier surface 2D parts
from Max(pi ), (Figure 3.4c).
Second, we observe that if surface 2D part pi is SOPA disassemblable, we can translate it
in its disassembly direction di away from the subsequent parts pi+1 , ..., pn , without collision.
Equivalently, we must be able to translate the subsequent parts in the opposite direction
−di without collision with pi . Moreover, this translation of the subsequent parts sweeps out
a volume that cannot be part of the maximum 3D part for pi , and we therefore subtract it
from Max(pi ), (Figs. 3.4d,e).
After the subtractions, a maximum 3D part may contain disjoint volumes (Figure 3.4e).
We cannot add volume to connect these disjoint volumes since the maximum 3D part is,
by construction, the largest allowable volume under the SOPA condition. We can, however,
remove any extraneous disjoint volume from the maximum 3D part that does not contain a
portion of the associated surface 2D part on its surface (Figure 3.4f).
Recall from Section 3.3 that the conformance condition requires that the visible surface
of each solid 3D part Pi must exactly coincide with its associated surface 2D part pi . Since
we will construct the solid 3D part in the second pass of the algorithm as a subset of the
maximum 3D part Max(pi ), Max(pi ) must also contain pi on its visible surface. Our volume
subtraction approach guarantees this containment condition. By construction, the sweep
volumes we subtract from Max(pi ) cannot contain pi , because they are swept out based on
SOPA disassembly directions. Therefore pi must be contained in Max(pi ). Note however,
that Max(pi ) may include other surface 2D parts pj on its surface. For example, in Figure 3.4f,
Max(p3 ) includes portions of p1 and p2 on its surface.
If each resulting maximum 3D part consists of a non-disjoint component, we proceed
to the second pass of the algorithm. Otherwise, some maximum 3D part Max(pi ) remains
disjoint and, since we removed extraneous volumes, a portion of the surface 2D part pi lies on
each disjoint piece. In this case, generating a non-disjoint solid 3D part Pi is impossible, so
we skip the remainder of the two-pass construction and move on to the next SOPA sequence.
3.3.2.2

Pass 2: Re-Allocate Volume of Maximum 3D Parts

At this stage, each surface 2D part pi has an associated maximum 3D part Max(pi ). While the
previous pass ensures that maximum 3D parts are each a single-component solid geometry
whose surface includes all of the corresponding surface 2D part pi , the maximum 3D parts
often intersect each other (Figure 3.4g). In this pass, we remove volume from maximum 3D
parts until they no longer intersect, resulting in our final set of solid 3D parts Pi that satisfy
the conformance and assemblability conditions. Algorithm 1 provides pseudocode for our
approach. For a gentler explanation, we initially describe a version of the algorithm where
the intersection volume does not contain any surface 2D parts (e.g., we ignore pseudocode
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Algorithm 1: Construct the final set of solid 3D parts P1 , ..., Pn by re-allocating volume
of maximum 3D parts Max(p1 ), ..., Max(pn ).
Input: Surface 2D parts in the SOPA disassembly order p1 , ..., pn and the associated
maximum 3D parts Max(p1 ), ..., Max(pn ).
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28

// Initialize solid 3D parts
foreach part Max(pi ) in SOPA order do
Pi ← Max(pi );
end
foreach part Pi in SOPA order do
foreach subsequent part Pj , j > i in SOPA order do
Iij ← Pi ∩ Pj ;
if Iij ≡ ∅ then continue;
// Check if we can remove Iij from Pi and give it to Pj
if Iij ∩ pi 6= ∅ then Ti ← thicken(Iij ∩ pi , Pj , di , Iij );
Bij ← block(Pi , Iij −Ti );
if (Pi − Iij − Bij +Ti ) is not disjoint and contains pi then
Pi ← (Pi − Iij − Bij +Ti );
P j ← P j − Ti ;
continue;
end
// Check if we can remove Iij from Pj and give it to Pi
if Iij ∩ pj 6= ∅ then Tj ← thicken(Iij ∩ pj , Pi , di , Iij );
Bij ← block(Pi , Tj );
if (Pj − Iij +Bij + Tj ) is not disjoint and contains pj then
Pj ← (Pj − Iij +Bij + Tj );
Pi ← Pi − Bij − Tj ;
continue;
end
// Terminate if neither removal possible
terminate;
end
end

operations shaded light gray). The gentle approach is illustrated in Figure 3.5 with a simpler
model and three surface 2D parts.
We initially set the final solid 3D parts Pi to their corresponding maximum 3D parts
(lines 2–4, Figure 3.5b). We then iterate over all pairs of parts to resolve their intersections.
If the pair of parts Pi and Pj , j > i, intersect, we first check whether we can give the
entire intersection volume Iij to Pj (lines 9–16). The gift is allowed if removing Iij from
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(a) Surface 2D parts (b) P1 = Max(p1) (c) Intersection and (d) Resulting solid
in SOPA sequence
3D part P1
P2 = Max(p2) blocked volumes

Figure 3.5: Surface 2D parts p1 and p2 (a) and their corresponding maximum 3D parts (b). The
maximum 3D parts are used as the initial solid 3D parts P1 and P2 . To re-allocate the intersection
volume I12 between P1 and P2 (c), we evaluate whether it can be given to p2 . Such a gift would
block a portion of P1 (labeled B12 ) from being disassembled upwards with the rest of P1 . Because
the solid 3D part P1 still contains its surface 2D part p1 even without the intersection and blocked
volumes, the gift occurs (d).

Pi still keeps Pi and its surface 2D part pi connected. However, because Pi is disassembled
before Pj , Pj will block any volume in Pi located “in the shadow” of the intersection volume
from being disassembled (Figure 3.5c, B12 ). We call volume blocked if it cannot be translated
in its disassembly direction, because the volume of another part is in the way. To ensure
disassemblability, we remove both the intersection volume and the volume blocked by it
(lines 11–12, Figure 3.5c, B12 ) when testing whether the intersection volume can be given to
Pj . If Pi and its surface 2D part pi remain connected after the removal, we re-allocate the
intersection volume and finish processing the pair of parts (lines 13–15).
If we cannot give the entire intersection volume to Pj , we check if we can give it all to Pi
(lines 17–24). The operations are nearly symmetric, but we do not need to consider blocked
volume because Pi is disassembled (removed) from the model before Pj is disassembled.
If neither re-allocation of the intersection volume keeps solid 3D parts connected to their
respective surface 2D parts, we terminate the current two-pass construction and proceed to
the next SOPA sequence (line 25–26).
The general case in which the intersection volume contains some or all of Pi ’s surface
2D part pi is more complicated. Handling this case requires executing the operations of
Algorithm 1 shaded in light gray. In the example of Figure 3.6a, giving all of intersection
volume to P2 would disconnect P1 from p1 , guaranteeing failure. To account for this situation, when evaluating whether to give Pj the intersection volume (line 12), we thicken the
portion of pi that intersects the intersection volume and remove it from the gift (lines 10–14,
Figure 3.6d-f). The algorithm performs a symmetric modification when considering giving
the intersection volume to Pi (lines 18–22).
Thickening. Pseudocode for our thicken procedure is provided in Algorithm 2 and illustrated in Figure 3.6. The procedure takes as input a subset psub of a surface 2D part p to
thicken, a solid 3D part Q for a different surface 2D part q, a disassembly direction d, and
the intersection volume I. It outputs the volume T obtained by thickening every face of psub
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Algorithm 2: Thicken a subset of a surface 2D part p by taking volume from another
intermediate solid 3D part Q.
Input: A subset psub of a surface 2D part p, an intermediate solid 3D part Q for a
different surface 2D part q, a disassembly direction d, and an intersection volume I.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

// Initialize thickening volume T
T ← ∅;
// Try to thicken each face of psub by taking volume from Q
foreach face f in psub do
// Choose thickening direction dthk
if f is inward facing w.r.t. d then dthk ← d;
else if f is outward facing w.r.t. d then dthk ← −d;
else dthk ← interior facing normal of f ;
// Extrude f in direction dthk by distance tdist to build volume Tf for face f
qnnf ← faces of q that do not neighbor f ;
tdist ← minimum distance from point on f to any face in qnnf ;
Tf ← extrude(f, dthk , tdist ) ∩ I;
while (Tf ∩ qnnf 6= ∅) or (Q − Tf is disjoint) do
tdist ← 12 tdist ;
Tf ← extrude(f, dthk , tdist ) ∩ I;
end
// Bisect Tf to prevent intersection with neighboring faces of q
qnf ← faces of q that neighbor f ;
foreach face g in qnf do
if Tf ∩ g 6= ∅ then
G ← halfspace formed by plane through edge, between f and g, bisecting
the angle between them, and containing g;
Tf ← Tf − G;
end
end

28

// Add Tf to total thickening volume T
T ← T ∪ Tf ;
end

29

return T ;

26
27

(lines 1–4). For each such face f , we first determine the thickening direction dthk by orienting
the disassembly direction d towards the interior of the solid (lines 5–7). If, however, f is
parallel to the disassembly direction, we thicken along the inward normal of f (line 8).
To thicken f , we seek an extrusion volume Tf that (i) does not intersect faces of q; (ii) is
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Figure 3.6: The intersection I12 between solid 3D parts P1 and P2 touches a portion of surface 2D
part p1 (a). As a result, the intersection volume cannot be given to P2 without first removing some
volume near the intersected portion of p1 . The initial thickening volume Tf for the intersected
portion f is obtained by extruding f parallel to p1 ’s disassembly direction until it touches a nonneighboring face of p2 (b). This initial thickening volume is iteratively reduced by half (c) until it
no longer intersects p2,nnf . The intersection volume is reduced by subtracting Tf (d) and can now
be given to P2 , resulting in new solid 3D parts (e, f).

contained within the intersection volume I; and (iii) keeps Q−Tf a connected solid geometry.
At first, we are only concerned with intersecting faces of q that are not neighboring f , because
neighboring faces of q can intersect the extrusion volume no matter the extrusion distance
(lines 9–16). So, we collect the non-neighboring faces of q in a set qnnf (line 10). We then
find the minimum distance tdist from f to any face in qnnf along the thickening direction dthk
(line 11). If no such face exists, we set tdist to “infinity”—any distance longer than the shape.
To create the candidate thickened volume Tf satisfying (ii), we extrude f along direction
dthk and intersect it with I (line 12, Figure 3.6b). This candidate volume initially contacts
a face in qnnf , violating (i). To satisfy (iii) and (i) for non-neighboring faces, we repeatedly
halve the extrusion distance and regenerate Tf (lines 13–16, Figure 3.6c). If no satisfactory
extrusion distance can be found, we terminate and proceed to the next SOPA sequence.
To ensure that (i) is satisfied even for neighboring faces qnf of q
p3
p1
(lines 17–19), we further adjust Tf in a process we call bisection. For p
4
each face g in qnf that intersects Tf (lines 17–20), we find the plane
through the shared edge of f and g that bisects the angle between them.
We form the half-space G defined by the side of the plane containing p
5
g (lines 21–22). We remove all volume from Tf that lies in G, thereby
p2
guaranteeing that Tf contains no faces of g. Finally, we join Tf with T
and proceed to the next face in psub (line 27). When all faces of psub have been considered,
the algorithm outputs T . The final set of solid 3D parts for our example is shown in inset.

3.3.3

Iterative Redesign for Infeasible Inputs

Since our tool does not impose any limitations on the surface 2D parts given as input, users
can specify an infeasible set of surface 2D parts for which it is impossible to produce solid 3D
parts that satisfy the conformance and assemblability conditions. One of the most common
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collision regions

(b) Solution #1
disassembly
sequence

(a) SOPA-incompability Visualization

(c) Solution #2

Figure 3.7: Disassembly sequence minimizing collisions between surface 2D parts (a bottom). Each
thumbnail highlights the next part to be removed from the assembly in the disassembly direction
indicated by the arrow (e.g., the green part is removed in step 1). A red border indicates that the
disassembly step contains collisions. Users can inspect the collision regions within each such step;
here the user examines collision regions between the green and purple parts in step 1 (a top). To
resolve the collision, the user can choose to give the highlighted collision regions to either of the
two regions involved (b or c).

sources of such infeasibility is that the input surface 2D parts are not themselves SOPA
disassemblable (Section 3.3.1). In such case, our tool visualizes the disassembly sequence
that produces the smallest total collision area between the surface 2D parts as a sequence
of thumbnails showing each disassembly step (Figure 3.7). In Figure 3.7a, when the green
part is removed, the highlighted green region collides with the highlighted purple region.
Users can resolve such collisions by giving either highlighted collision region to the other
part (Figure 3.7b or c). The resulting pair of surface 2D parts is guaranteed to be SOPA
compatible. Alternatively, users can choose to redesign by themselves the surface 2D parts
in SketchUp to eliminate the collisions.
It is also possible to specify surface 2D parts that are SOPA disassemblable but for which conforming and assemblable solid 3D parts
provably do not exist. Consider a blue box with two disjoint green
squares lying on its top face (inset). Although the blue and green surface 2D parts are SOPA disassemblable, there is no way to connect the
green squares together and still disassemble them with a single translation. Our tool detects such infeasibility by checking the connectedness
of maximum 3D parts (Section 3.3.2.1) and reports it to the user for redesign in SketchUp.
In practice we have found that this type of infeasibility is far less common than specifying
non-SOPA compatible 2D parts.
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Stability Analysis

Our construction algorithm generates a set of conforming, assemblable solid 3D parts. For
this assembly to function as furniture, these parts must be stable under external forces. We
call such an assembly fully stable. If an assembly is not fully stable, yet its parts nevertheless
move together rigidly, we call it part-stable. Finally, if an unstable assembly has parts
that move with respect to one another, we call it part-unstable. Well-designed joints form
interlocking geometries that rigidly lock an assembled structure together to provide part
stability under gravity. If the assembled structure is part-stable, the structure’s shape and
material densities determine whether its center of mass lies over the structure’s support base.
If so, it is fully stable and thus in static equilibrium; if not, it is part-stable but not fully
stable. User-designed surface 2D parts do not necessarily generate solid 3D parts that, once
assembled, are part-stable, as they may lack constraining joints between contacting parts
(Figure 3.10a). If we know which parts are unstable and in what directions they can move,
new joint geometries can then be designed to improve part stability.
To perform part-stability analysis for our furniture models, we require an analysis method
that can (1) accurately predict whether an assembly is fully stable, part-stable, or partunstable and (2) if the assembly is part-unstable, the method must report the locations and
directions of sliding (translational) and hinging (rotational) accelerations that are generated
by the part-instabilities so that these failures can be fixed with modifications to the joints.
The equilibrium method (EM) [31, 63, 97, 98, 83] is the current state of the art for
assembly stability analysis in graphics (see Shin et al [83] for a thorough survey). Unfortunately, EM is not suitable for furniture part-stability analysis because it does not satisfy
either of our requirements. EM can erroneously report assemblies as stable even when they
are unstable.
EM is a constraint satisfaction method that formulates a set of physically-based constraints on admissible contact forces that can equilibrate a part assembly. If any feasible
set of equilibrating forces are found, EM declares the assembly stable and returns a set of
constraint-satisfying forces as a certificate. If not, the constraint system is declared infeasible.
In this latter case, EM declares the assembly unstable. However, as a constraint-satisfaction
problem, EM does not have a model of the unstable assembly forces and accelerations and
therefore cannot determine whether the assembly is part-unstable, nor identify the locations
and directions of sliding and hinging failures between parts if the assembly is part-unstable.
Moreover, EM does not model sliding [63] and in practice, as we will show, incorrectly
reports stability in the presence of sliding failures. Although the masonry analysis literature
assumes sliding failures do not occur due to high friction between blocks, this assumption
is not valid for furniture assemblies where inadequately jointed furniture parts often suffer
from translational sliding instabilities (Figure 3.9).
The failure to satisfy our two requirements makes EM unsuitable for our part-stability
analysis. Instead, we propose a variational static analysis method that addresses EM’s failures. Our variational analysis correctly identifies instabilities when both hinging and sliding
instabilities are present; it determines whether the assembly is part-unstable; and, if part-
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instabilities are found, it provides the necessary per-part accelerations to report the locations
and directions of sliding and hinging failures. This analysis lets us suggest additional joint
regions to improve the part-stability of the assembly.

3.4.1

Static Analysis for Rigid Assemblies

For stability analysis, we treat our parts Pb as rigid, with each part equipped with rotational
Rb ∈ SO(3) and translational tb ∈ R3 degrees of freedom. Per body we choose coordinates so
that Rb rotates from Pb ’s principal-axis aligned body frame to world frame and tb gives the
location of Pb ’s center of mass in world frame. Corresponding angular and linear accelerations
ω̇ b , ẗb ∈ R3 are concatenated into a single, system-wide acceleration vector
T

T

q̈ = (ẗ1 , ω̇ T1 , ẗ2 , ω̇ T2 , ...)T .

(3.1)

The corresponding, system-wide, block-diagonal mass matrix is M (as in Kaufman et al. [37]).
Each material point x ∈ R3 belonging to part Pb has corresponding constant body-frame
coordinates x̂ so that its world frame acceleration is ẍ(q̈) = ẗb − Rb x̂ × ω̇ b .
Contacts. Contacts are between parts or between parts and a fixed boundary such as
the ground. To simplify the following discussion, for each such contact k ∈ C, the relative
acceleration between two contacting points xi and xj ∈ R3 (at contact k) can be expressed
via the linear map Γk : q̈ → ẍi − ẍj . If f ∈ R3 is a force applied to point xi and an equal
but opposite force is applied to point xj , then ΓTk f is the resulting generalized force applied
to the contacting system.
In turn, points in contact apply an equal and opposite force along their shared, unitlength normal nk . In global coordinates this is equivalent to applying a force of magnitude
αk ∈ R along a generalized normal
nk = ΓTk nk ,

(3.2)

to the system of parts. The subspace of generalized normal directions
N = (n1 ... n|C| )

(3.3)

then forms a basis for contact forces. Concatenating the corresponding force magnitudes in
α = (α1 , ..., α|C| )T , the total contact force applied in the system is then Nα.
Friction Forces. A friction force, applied at a contact point, lies in the tangent plane
orthogonal to the contact normal. At each contact k, we sample an orthogonal pair of unit
length vectors from the tangent plane. The 3 × 2 matrix composed column-wise of these
samples is given by T k . A friction force, f k ∈ R3 , applied at a contact k, lies in the span
of T k so that f k = T k β k , where each β k = (β1 , β2 )k ∈ R2 gives the frictional response
coefficients at the contact k.
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The total friction force applied to the system at each contact k must be equal and opposite
and is f k = ΓTk T k β k . The generalized basis for a friction force at contact k is then
Dk = ΓTk T k .

(3.4)

We build the corresponding subspace of generalized tangent directions,
D = (D1 ... D|C| ).

(3.5)

and form the corresponding vector of frictional force coefficients as β = (β 1 , ..., β m )T =
((β1 , β2 )1 , ..., (β1 , β2 )|C| )T , so that the total friction force on the system is Dβ.
With gravity and any additional forces acting on the system summed per system DoF and
stored in the system force vector g, the total resultant force on the system is r = Nα+Dβ +g.

3.4.2

The Equilibrium Method

The equilibrium method (EM) seeks a set of feasible, equilibrating forces where the net
torques and forces acting on all parts sum to zero. Concisely, it seeks a set of forces satisfying
the static equilibrium condition
Nα + Dβ + g = 0,

(3.6)

subject to the following two force feasibility conditions.
First, that contact forces are compressive or equivalently that their magnitude along
normals are non-negative so that
α ≥ 0.

(3.7)

Second, that the isotropic Coulomb constraint is enforced. This restricts, per-contact,
the magnitude of the friction force by the inequality
k f k k = k T k β k k = k β k k ≤ µk αk , ∀k ∈ C,

(3.8)

where µk is the coefficient of friction and αk is the normal (contact) force magnitude at k.
This restricts the friction force to lie within a disk in the tangent plane with a radius of
µk αk . Applications [31, 97, 98, 83] often further linearize this inequality with a polyhedral
approximation and apply a QP or LP objective to seek these forces. No matter the method
of finding it, if a feasible equilibrating set of forces α and β satisfying (3.6), (3.7), and (3.8)
exist, EM claims the structure is stable.
As Oschendorf [63] notes, EM cannot accurately predict when parts will slide against one
another. EM is widely deployed for masonry analysis tasks under the assumption that strong
friction forces between blocks prevent such sliding failures. This assumption is unfortunately
not valid for furniture assemblies where inadequately jointed furniture parts often suffer from
sliding instabilities (Figure 3.9).
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To illustrate EM’s inability to accurately predict sliding instabilt4
t1
ities, consider the following didactic example. A single free block is
n4 n1
placed in contact between two fixed vertical walls (inset), with gravity
t3
t2
pointing downwards along the y-axis. Their contacting surfaces are geometrically flat and there is no compression between the block and two
n3 n2
walls. This system is symmetric so we may equivalently consider it in
the plane. With a linear force distribution on contacting faces, we sample just the contact
points at the four corners of the block (now a square). Contact normals point inward from
the wall towards the block, along the x-axis, while in 2D we require just a single tangent direction per contact, tk , pointing upwards along the y-axis. The static equilibrium conditions
for force and torque balance in this simple case are then respectively
X
X


nk αk + tk βk + g = 0 and
x̂k × nk αk + x̂k × tk βk = 0.
(3.9)
k∈[1,4]

k∈[1,4]

Notice in (3.9) that any set of feasible, uniform contact forces αk = a ∈ R, ∀k ∈ [1, 4],
a > 0 entirely cancels out to a net torque and force equal to zero. This means that EM’s
feasibility constraints allow us to apply an arbitrarily large set of uniform contact forces.
When substituted into Coulomb’s constraint (3.8), arbitrarily large contact forces allow us
to apply arbitrarily large friction forces. If we similarly make friction forces uniform and
positive, i.e., βk = b ∈ R, ∀k ∈ [1, 4] with b > 0, their net torque contributions cancel out,
leaving us able to apply an arbitrarily large, feasible net upward force along the y-axis to
balance the downward acceleration of gravity irrespective of how heavy we make the block.
No matter what coefficient of friction is used in this example, the correct solution for this
configuration is that the block should always fall under gravity with no resistance. But the
sliding instability is entirely missed here by EM. Instead EM incorrectly declares the single
sliding block configuration to be stable. Moreover, if we turn to an example where both the
vertical walls and the block are free, infinite forces are no longer permitted by EM. However,
the EM code [84] still continues to incorrectly claim equilibrium for this system of three free
parts that have no joints to hold them together; see Figure 3.8, rightmost column. Here
all parts are free and the assembly should be unstable with the middle block sliding. More
broadly, EM is missing adequate models of constraint and friction forces to properly predict
and analyze sliding instabilities.
Independent of accuracy, when EM reports an instability, it does not and cannot report
whether there are part-instabilities or not. By construction, if an assembly is determined
unstable, EM is simply an oracle and does not provide any additional information on which
parts of the assembly are unstable, or in which direction the parts will move relative to
one another. The solid 3D parts generated by user-designed surface 2D parts often suffer
from multiple stability failures (Figure 3.9 and 3.10). Without information on which parts
are unstable, we cannot offer meaningful suggestions to users on how to improve the partstabilities for the furniture assembly.
Prior work in masonry analysis has similarly needed to confront EM’s inability to analyze instability. In order to optimize structures to satisfy EM constraints, Whiting et al. [97]
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remove EM’s non-negativity constraint in Equation (3.7). This temporarily allows for inadmissible, tension forces along normal directions at contacts. They then minimize the squared
norm of these tensile forces to find a design that best satisfies EM’s material compression
constraint. While this process seeks a new design satisfying EM feasibility, the defined metric
does not identify the locations nor directions of sliding and hinging failures between parts.

3.4.3

Variational Static Analysis

To build our static analysis solver, we begin with the observation that EM makes wellfounded physical assumptions, yet it misses sliding instabilities by finding physically invalid
or unrealizable forces—something must be missing. As illustrated in the single block with two
fixed walls example above, EM is underconstrained and can greedily find physically infeasible
contact forces leading to incorrect predictions. To prevent such unrealizable forces, our solver
invokes a pair of variational principles from classical mechanics, Gauss’s Least Constraint [57]
and the Principle of Maximal Dissipation [24]. These two principles restrict the static analysis
model to a predictive set of feasible frictional-contact forces.
We start with Gauss’s Least Constraint which, geometrically interpreted, tells us that
realizable contact-constraint forces should be minimal. We then first require a constraint.
We start with contact constraints: points in contact should not interpenetrate. To prevent
interpenetration at a contact k, the relative acceleration between the two contacting points
along their normal nk , given by nTk Γk q̈, must be non-negative. This is equivalent to enforcing
the contact constraint nTk Γk q̈ ≥ 0. The equivalent non-penetration inequality constraint, for
all points of contact simultaneously, is then
NT q̈ ≥ 0.

(3.10)

Gauss’s Least Constraint for contacts requires that the realizable constraint forces α∗ must
be minimal so that
α∗ = argmin 12 kNαk2M−1 s.t. NT q̈ ≥ 0.
α

(3.11)

Maximal Dissipation Principle. Letting f k denote a frictional force applied at a contact point, xk , the Maximal Dissipation Principle requires that the friction to maximize the
rate of negative work done at the contact. Adopting an instantaneous view, we maximize
−f Tk ẍ. Combined with the Coulomb friction constraint, maximal dissipation provides an
acceleration-level interpretation of the familiar Coulomb friction law.
We then find friction forces for a system in contact, with no velocity, by enforcing Maximal
Dissipation simultaneously at all contacts to obtain an instantaneous, global minimization
X

max
f k k∈C

−f Tk ẍk



hX
i
T
= min
f k Γk q̈ = min f T q̈.
f
f k k∈C

(3.12)
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Equilibrium Testing. Substituting, q̈ = M−1 (Nα + Dβ + g), Gauss’s least constraint is
equivalently the convex Quadratric Program (QP)
(3.13)
min 12 αT NT M−1 N α s.t. NT M−1 (Nα + Dβ + g) ≥ 0.
α
Similarly, substituting acceleration into (3.12) we must simultaneously satisfy Maximal Dissipation as a Quadratically Constrained QP
min β T DT M−1 Dβ + β T DT M−1 (Nα + g) s.t. k βk k≤ µk αk , ∀k ∈ C.
β

(3.14)

As the global system’s forces must satisfy both (3.13) and (3.14) at the same time, we
solve for unknown contact and friction forces with a Staggered Projections [37] sequence.
We initialize (3.13) with a starting β and then iterate between the solutions of the two
minimizations to convergence with a relative tolerance of 10−4 .
The solution is the total force on the system r∗ = Nα∗ + Dβ ∗ + g. We have force balance
and thus equilibrium if kr∗ k = 0. Force balance guarantees that all system parts are at
relative rest and that the system is not moving. If we are not at equilibrium, our analysis
models the total out of balance forces r∗ > 0 on the assembly. This allows us to compute the
relative accelerations between parts in order to determine which parts are unstable and in
what direction they are moving. We compute the relative accelerations between part contact
pairs i and j of each contact k as
ak = ẍi − ẍj = Γk M−1 r∗ ∈ R3 ,

(3.15)

and extract individual rigid part accelerations from the system acceleration vector q̈ = M−1 r∗ .
For a furniture assembly, our system reports one of three possible stability states after
an execution of the stability analysis:
Fully stable: If all relative accelerations, ak , and individual accelerations, ẍi , ẍj , are zero
for all contacts then we have a fully stable assembly.
Part-stable: (but not fully stable) If all relative accelerations, ak ,
are zero but there are individual non-zero accelerations, ẍi , ẍj , the
system is part-stable but not at equilibrium. All joints are holding
parts together but the entire furniture assembly is out of balance and
needs reshaping. The parts of the inset table are interlocked with
joints, yet, because it is missing two legs, the table is unbalanced and will fall as a rigid
unit. Our interface shows the global linear and angular accelerations with orange and green
arrows, respectively.
Part-unstable: If there exist nonzero relative accelerations, ak 6= 0, then parts in contact
are moving relative to one another, and the system is part-unstable. The relative accelerations allow us to determine which parts of the assembly are unstable, as well as the
locations and directions of their relative sliding and hinging instabilities. We then offer
suggestions, detailed in Section 3.4.5, on where additional joint regions may be added to
improve the part-stability of the assembly.
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Figure 3.8: Results of stability and tilt tests comparing analytic and experimental results with
analyses from our variational static solver and the equilibrium method (EM) implementation analyzed by Shin et al. [83]. To match with prior results [83], we follow the reported material density,
1.5 g/cm3 , and friction angle, 43°. “S” and “U” indicate stable and unstable. For stability determination on a horizontal ground plane, our variational solver matches with the analytic and
experimental solutions for all assemblies. EM differs by missing the sliding instability for the H
assembly. For the tilt tests, our variational solver predicts a critical tilt angle between the angles experimentally determined and those predicted by EM. Note that mesh colors indicate block
number and do not depict stress.

3.4.4

Evaluation

We evaluate our variational static solver with a suite of benchmark examples (Figure 3.8),
a collection of inadequately jointed furniture models with a range of sliding and hinging
instabilities (Figure 3.9), and all of our fabricated furniture examples (Figure 3.1 and 3.12).
In Figure 3.8, we compare the analysis of our variational static solver in determining
stability to the EM implementation of Shin et al. [83]. We compute the stability of each
assembly for the horizontal ground plane at 0° (top four rows). If an assembly is stable at
horizontal, we additionally determine the critical ground-plane tilt angle where the assembly
becomes unstable (bottom four rows). Under the assumption of no sliding failures, circular
masonry arches have analytic solutions for their stability on horizontal and tilted grounds
given by the thickness-to-radius ratio t/r; arches are increasingly stable as t/r grows [63].
Here we consider an infeasible arch with t/r = 0.08 and a feasible arch with t/r = 0.15.
Our variational solver correctly determines the infeasible arch unstable and the feasible arch
stable. As we tilt the ground plane, the variational solver predicts the critical tilt angle
beyond which the feasible arch is unstable at 5.3°. This angle is between the experimentally
determined angle of 4.7° and the 8.2° determined by EM [83]. While the analytic solution for
the critical tilt angle is given as 8.2°, both the analytic and EM solutions neglect treatment
of finite friction with sliding, opening an interesting question on the degree to which results
differ due to treatment of friction and sliding.
The three-legged π assembly evaluates equilibrium analysis with static indeterminacy.
Our variational solver determines the π assembly stable on a horizontal ground plane and
computes the critical ground plane tilt angle to be 16.4°. As in the masonry arch examples,
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Picnic table

Arch nightstand

Curved chair

Bamboo table

22 parts, μ = 0.5
Variational: U, EM: S

8 parts, μ = 0.4
Variational: U, EM: U

10 parts, μ = 0.6
Variational: U, EM: U

19 parts, μ = 0.6
Variational: U, EM: U

Accelerations under gravity

Furniture model

Shelf
11 parts, μ = 0.9
Variational: U, EM: S

Figure 3.9: Results of stability analyses from our variational solver and the equilibrium method
(EM) on five inadequately jointed furniture models under gravity. “S” and “U” indicate stable and
unstable assembly results per method, respectively. All examples should be determined unstable in
the analysis. Note that EM incorrectly determines the two leftmost assemblies stable. In addition
to analyzing whether the furniture assembly is stable or not, for furniture design we require an
analysis of where and how parts are sliding or hinging against each other if the system is found
part-unstable. This is information that EM cannot provide. Our variational solver identifies the
location and direction of sliding and hinging part-instabilities between furniture parts (bottom
row). This allows our tool to suggest additional joint regions to improve part stabilities. For the
bamboo table, the six small braces near the ground are modeled with density 8.0 g/cm3 and all
other parts are modeled with density 0.3 g/cm3 , while the four remaining models use a density of
0.5 g/cm3 . The corresponding friction coefficients µ used for each model are summarized above.
Red and blue arrows, if present, give the local linear and angular acceleration of unstable parts
(i.e., the locations and directions of the sliding and hinging instabilities, respectively).

this critical angle is again between the experimentally determined angle of 14.3° and the
angle of 19.1° determined by EM [83].
We also introduce the H assembly example to evaluate sliding instability. For this example, we place a horizontal block between two vertical free-standing blocks without any
connecting joints. All assembly parts are free and without connections so that the middle
block should fall towards the ground. Our variational solver captures the expected sliding
instability with a predicted downward acceleration while the EM code incorrectly declares
stability for the unsupported middle block.
In addition to these benchmark examples, we compare our variational solver with a stateof-the-art EM code [83] on five inadequately jointed furniture assembly models with complex
geometries and non-trivial instability modes (Figure 3.9). Gravity points downwards along
the y-axis for all examples, and the same material densities and friction coefficients are used
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for both methods, as detailed in the figure. Red and blue arrows indicate translational and
rotational accelerations of unstable parts respectively. Both our solver and the EM code
agree and report instability for three out of five models. However, only our solver correctly
captures the sliding instabilities in the shelf and the picnic table examples. The EM code
incorrectly declares these examples stable. The pink and light purple parts at the top of the
shelf slide due to the significant slope of the contacting blue and light green parts below them.
The cross bars of the picnic table fall freely due to lack of support, while the dovetail-jointed
outer slabs of the table top slide due to insufficient friction.
Unlike EM, our solver not only determines if an assembly is stable, but also finds the
parts that are unstable and presents the location and direction of each sliding and hinging
instability (Figure 3.9, bottom row). For the arch nightstand, our solver determines that the
red and green arches are unstable, as well as the purple support part just below the table-top
and the four lap-jointed table-top parts that rests upon it. The curved chair ’s triangular
arm-rest supports do not balance the arm rests. Our solver correctly captures the hinging
and sliding failures. As the arm rests pivot and fall, the triangular supports slide along the
chair seat. This is also captured by our solver. Note that triangular supports do not exhibit
hinging failure due to their triangular shape. In the bamboo table example, the six small
braces near the ground have a higher density of metal (8.0 g/cm3 ), while the nine arches,
the table top, and three supporting pegs underneath the table top have the (significantly
lighter) density of bamboo (0.3 g/cm3 ). Our solver reports that the nine contacting arches
are stable, due to the heavy braces near the ground. However, the three pegs supporting
the table top slide toward the center. As a result, the table top falls downward. Finally,
all of our fabricated furniture examples (Figure 3.1 and 3.12) are determined stable by our
variational solver and then validated as stable upon assembly of the final fabricated parts.

3.4.5

Visualizing Instability

In our joinery design interface, we analyze the part-stability of the solid 3D furniture parts
generated by our construction algorithm, using our variational solver five times. First, we
run our solver with gravity alone (pointing downwards along the y-axis). We then run our
solver four additional times with perturbational forces added to gravity along the positive and
negative x- and z-axes covering all forces in the downward hemisphere of directions, including
horizontal forces. These perturbations allow us to suggest new regions for unattached parts
such as tabletops (Figure 3.10) or table legs that should be attached but would be found
part-stable under perfect conditions. While we focus on stability under gravity in this work,
our solver supports analysis with arbitrary external forces; our interface can be extended to
model additional specified loads and forces, such as the weight of a load on a seat or shelf.
If part-instability is reported, our tool guides the user through all pairs of contacting
parts that are not part-stable, visualizing all predicted motions with arrows. Relative linear
and angular accelerations ak computed by Equation (3.15) are shown with red and blue
arrows, respectively (Figure 3.10b). Global linear and angular accelerations are shown with
orange and green arrows, respectively (inset figure above). For every unstable pair of parts,
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Suggested regions

(a) Initial surface 2D parts

(b) Relative accelerations
between solid 3D parts

(c) Suggested regions

(d) Redesigned surface 2D parts

Figure 3.10: An initial set of surface 2D parts (a) generates unstable solid 3D parts (b). Our tool
reports the part instabilities and presents the relative linear accelerations between unstable parts as
red arrows. Our tool highlights suggested regions in yellow on the model surface where additional
2D regions can be drawn to improve part stability (c). Re-design with additional 2D regions leads
to a stable 3D part assembly (d).

we highlight suggested faces on the model surface where additional 2D regions can be drawn
to oppose the reported part instabilities (Fig 3.10c). To find such faces, we observe that
each contact patch between a pair of unstable parts represents a site on which joints can
potentially be added to prevent relative motion. We assume that added joints must lie inside
the extrusion volume of the contact patch in either of its normal directions; this is standard
practice in the woodworking literature for joint placement. So, for each contact patch, we
find the extrusion volume that lies in either part. The suggested faces are the visible faces
of this volume that lie on one of the two parts (Figure 3.10 c, d)—the part which would be
less covered or “erased” by the suggestion.

3.5

Results

We have used our interactive joinery design tool to generate 100 different decorative joints
(Figure 3.11 shows representative examples and Appendix A contains all of the joints we
designed) as well as 9 complete furniture assemblies containing multiple parts and joints
(Figure 3.1 and 3.12). We have also evaluated our system with amateur woodworkers,
professional furniture designers and novice first-time users.
To create the joints (Figure 3.11 and Appendix A) we drew the surface 2D parts based on
photographs we found in traditional woodworking guides [70, 60] (e.g., inlay dovetail, blind
dovetail), Japanese joinery books [82] (e.g., four-way kanawa, puzzle joint) and examples
from the web (e.g., arrow in Appendix A). We replicated 52 of the 62 joints described at two
popular woodworking websites1,2 , as well as 38 of the 40 Japanese joints of Seike [82]. All
of the remaining joints (10 from websites, 2 from Japanese joinery book) require rotations
or multi-step translational disassembly and are not SOPA compatible. The photographs
1
2

http://wwideas.com/2015/11/the-most-impressive-wood-joints/
https://winterdienst.info/50-digital-wood-joints-by-jochen-gros/
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Assembled parts

Hand-crafted parts Fabricated solid 3D parts

Surface 2D parts

Hand-crafted joints
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(a) Four-way
kanawa joint

(b) Inlay dovetail joint

(c) Puzzle joint

(d) Beveled shoulder
mortise and tenon

(e) Blind dovetail joint

(f ) Halved oblique
scarf joint

(g) Cross-shaped
stub tenon joint

Figure 3.11: A representative sample of joints designed and fabricated using our interactive tool.
Some are based on traditional woodworking joints (b, e, g) and others on Japanese joinery (a, c, d,
f). For all of these designs we drew the surface 2D parts using a photo of the assembled hand-crafted
joint (top row) as a guide. The resulting solid 3D parts generated by our tool (3rd row) is very
similar to the hand-crafted part geometry (4th row) suggesting that the internal geometry of such
joints is inherently complex. Please zoom in to see the geometric details. Appendix A contains 100
decorative joints we created using our tool.

often served as inspiration and we adapted them to test different appearances. For example,
we varied the thickness of the inlay in the inlay dovetail, or modified the shapes of the
arrows. The 3D geometry generated by our tool was often surprisingly complex despite
relatively simple surface 2D parts. Yet, for the joints inspired by traditional woodworking
and Japanese joinery, our tool produced similar, if not identical, 3D geometry suggesting
that the complexity is inherent in certain joint designs.
We designed the complete furniture models (Figure 3.1 and 3.12) to contain a variety of
different joint types, such as the following:
Mortise-and-tenon joints: joining purple Duffy table-top to legs; Duffy table legs to

Nightstand

7 parts, 10 joints

Bench

3 parts, 2 joints

Arch chair

6 parts, 6 joints
9 parts, 10 joints

6 parts, 5 joints

Bookshelf

13 parts, 8 joints

Branca chair

8 parts, 11 joints

5 parts, 4 joints

Tree-side table
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Solid 3D parts
Fabricated solid 3D parts
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Assembled parts

Figure 3.12: Complete furniture assemblies we designed using our interactive tool.
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Surface 2D parts

Solid 3D parts

Fabricated solid 3D parts
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Assembled parts

Figure 3.13: Our tool can generate decorative joints for free-form surfaces like the Stanford bunny.

yellow and light purple leg braces, sides of Nightstand to green top.
Straight and curved finger joints: joining sides of Nightstand to back; green side of
Bench to top, red and green legs of Arch chair.
Lap and half-lap joints: joining light purple top seat-back to side frames of Branca
chair; dark purple and orange seat parts of Branca chair to sides.
Tongue-and-groove joints: joining left/right ends of Duffy table to purple table-top.
Other custom joint designs: tree-shaped legs on Leaf table and Tree-side table; multicircular joints at corners of Bookshelf; curved variants of puzzle joint between red side and
top of Bench and between yellow top of seat-back and sides frames of Arch chair; hooked
joints on Coffee table-top.
We adapted several of these designs from Web photographs of finished hand-crafted furniture.
As we iterated the joint designs, we regularly generated SOPA incompatible surface 2D
parts and used the collision feedback from our interface (Section 3.3.3) to modify the parts
— often directly using one of the solutions provided by our tool. The furniture examples
also contain enough parts that our stability analysis often identified places where we forgot
to add joints to prevent sliding between parts. In such cases, we added joints in the regions
suggested by our tool to eliminate such part instabilities. Figure 3.10 shows an early design
for the Duffy table in which we identified instabilities between the table-top and legs as
well as the legs and the leg braces. Despite the complexity of some of the resulting part
geometries, all of the resulting furniture models are assemblable and stable.
Our tool can also generate decorative joints for more free-form geometric surfaces like the
Stanford bunny (Figure 3.13). Together these examples demonstrate that our tool is flexible
enough to explore a wide space of decorative joint designs.
Our implementation takes between 3–15 minutes to construct the solid 3D parts for
the joint models. Most of the furniture assemblies take between 30 minutes (e.g., the 8-part
Branca chair) and 60 minutes (e.g., the 7-part Nightstand). Two assemblies take much longer
(about 24 hours for the 13-part Bookshelf and the 3-part Bench). In all cases, computing a
SOPA compatible assembly sequence for the surface 2D parts takes 1–4 minutes. If there are
collisions, they are presented to the user at this point. The remainder of the time is spent
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Figure 3.14: We commissioned a woodworker to fabricate a version of the Branca chair at full size
using the solid 3D parts generated by our tool. (Coffee cup was added for scale.)

constructing the solid 3D parts. Our running time is dominated by the performance of meshbased CSG. We use libigl [108], a performant and freely available CSG implementation.
The running time depends primarily on the tessellation of the surface 2D parts—when the
edges of these parts are curved, they require finer tessellation, which in turn requires more
work when applying the sweep, union, and subtraction operations of our algorithm. The
Bench and the Bookshelf assemblies contain intricately curved parts which require very high
tessellation. Since our algorithm considers pairwise interactions between parts, its running
time depends quadratically on the number of parts.
3D Fabrication. We used a PrintrBot and MakerBot with PLA or ABS plastic material
to fabricate physical parts for many of our joints and furniture assemblies. Due to the
resolution of these printers and expansion of 3D printed parts, we have observed that the
fabricated parts often do not fit each other when their geometries are directly supplied to the
3D printer. To ensure they fit and can be assembled, we assume uniform material expansion
and offset the 3D part geometries before supplying them to the 3D printer. We translate
each vertex of a part by  in the average of the normal directions of its incident faces. For
both the PrintrBot and MakerBot, we have found empirically that  = 0.25 mm ensures that
the fabricated parts can be assembled together and that their fits are tight. As a proof of
concept, we commissioned a woodworker to fabricate the Branca chair at full size using the
solid 3D parts generated by our tool (Figure 3.14).
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User Feedback. We have shown our tool and results to seven hobbyist (amateur) woodworkers and two professional furniture designers from local studios. All of them thought
that our tools made it easier to design and generate novel, decorative furniture joints. They
especially appreciated the creative freedom with which they could focus on sketching the
surface aesthetics of joints while letting our tool determine their complex internal geometries. A hobbyist woodworker said “I avoided complex 3D geometries in my joint designs”
in the past, and explained that with our tool he could focus on designing more decorative
joints. They liked that our tool gave suggestions for fixing SOPA incompatibilities and for
correcting unstable part configurations. One of the professional furniture designers noted
“This is a super cool system! I could see people creating some amazing pieces using this
technique. It would be really powerful in the hands of an artist.”
We also asked three novice designers to generate joints for the Bench furniture model
using our tool. Some of them drew surface 2D parts based on inspirational images of joints
found online while others incorporated free-form shapes, such as letter-forms and icons.
They generally did not think about constraints on assemblability of parts and were focused
on surface appearance. In a few cases our system could not find a SOPA sequence for the
surface 2D parts, and instead suggested how the parts might be redesigned to produce a
SOPA sequence. The users went back and iteratively redesigned the joints based on the
suggestions; most often using one of the automatically suggested redesigns. In a few cases
the redesign involved going back into SketchUp to re-sketch the surface 2D parts. While using
our tool, the novice designers did raise concerns over the rate at which our tool constructed
the solid 3D parts and believed improving the construction time would further facilitate the
joinery design process. However, they still believed our tool was much easier to use than
directly creating the 3D geometry in SketchUp and were surprised at the complexity of 3D
geometry that was necessary to produce conforming, assemblable joints.

3.6

Conclusion

We have described an interactive joinery design tool. Users draw the visual appearance of
joints on the surface of an input model, and our tool automatically generates an assemblable
set of solid 3D parts that conform to the drawings. Our tool reduces by a dimension the
amount of user effort needed to create assemblable solid 3D parts. In addition, we provide a
stability analysis technique for analyzing the resulting assembly of solid 3D parts to identify
part instabilities. When our tool finds unstable parts that can move with respect to one another, it visualizes the instability and suggests where the user might draw additional surface
regions to fix the problem. Thus, our approach can save the user from unnecessary costly and
lengthy fabrication. As personalized fabrication devices become more and more ubiquitous,
we believe design tools such as ours are needed to make fabrication more accessible.
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Chapter 4
Designing Flexible Kerf Patterns
4.1

Introduction

Classic aesthetic wood furniture often features beautifully curved parts that are handcrafted
using one of the three traditional wood bending methods [75]. The steaming method softens
and bends solid timber with heat and moisture, while the lamination method bends thinlysliced lumber strips before gluing them together [76, 4]. Both methods are labor-intensive
and require clamping the bent wood pieces overnight to set their shapes. In comparison, the
kerfing method is considerably less time-consuming and involves only cutting deep, evenlyspaced kerfs (i.e., notches) into wood boards. These kerfs weaken sections of the wood
boards, enabling them to bend significantly around the kerf cutting direction [46, 89].
Inspired by the traditional kerfing method, Porterfield [67] and other designers [6, 9, 48,
26, 22] have created various cutout patterns that similarly allow rigid boards to bend flexibly
around one axis after materials are removed from them based on the patterns (Figure 4.1a).
But unlike the kerfing method, which requires partial cuts into the boards and must often be
carefully executed with sawing machines, the cutout patterns only need through cuts and can
be easily fabricated with laser cutters. Moreover, while the kerfing method creates repetitive
notches usually covered up by veneers, the cutout patterns are often ornamental and provide
an appealing way to impart styles to woodworking and craft projects. These advantages
have made cutout patterns a popular technique to bend rigid boards (e.g., patterns designed
by Porterfield [67] have been viewed over 400,000 times online). Using kerfs to mean cutouts
as designers have widely adopted, we will refer to cutout patterns as kerf patterns.
Most commonly, kerf patterns are periodic as they are easier to create and adapt to boards
of different sizes than aperiodic patterns. Various sophisticated tilings, such as Escherinspired tiles [36], provide bases for periodicity. But, through an in-person interview with
Porterfield [66], we have learned that designers generally prefer creating periodic kerf patterns
on a simple grid. Far from limiting creativity, the grid in fact supports a diverse collection
of decorative pattern designs (Figure 4.1 and 4.9-4.11). However, even with the simple grid
as the periodicity basis, designing kerf patterns that are flexible is still challenging because
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(a) Kerf patterns created by designers

(b) Initial pattern design

(c) Final pattern design
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(d) Fabricated final pattern
design in a chair assembly

Figure 4.1: Kerf patterns allow rigid boards to bend flexibly while imparting them with unique
styles (a). Starting with a unit pattern that is tileable on a grid, our design tool simulates the
bending behavior of the kerf pattern (i.e., tiled unit patterns) at interactive rates (b). If the initial
pattern is less flexible than desired, users can apply our design principles and effectively modify its
geometry to improve its flexibility (c). (We note that the initial and final pattern designs undergo
the same amount of bending force.) Users can then incorporate the final, flexible pattern into their
furniture project (d). Please zoom in to see the geometric details of the kerf pattern designs.

their geometric designs are not obviously related to their flexibility levels. As a result,
designers typically create many patterns blindly in hopes that some will be flexible and rely
on physically fabricating the patterns to assess their flexibility levels, which can be costly in
time and material [6, 48]. Furthermore, when pattern designs are less flexible than desired,
modifying their geometries for improved flexibilities is a tedious trial and error process since
to our knowledge there exists no design principles on what geometric features contribute
to flexible kerf patterns. Designers often iterate only a few times between fabricating the
patterns to check if they are flexible and redesigning their geometries based on guesswork
before giving up and opting to use known flexible patterns instead [66]. Consequently, most
flexible kerf patterns available online are simply variations of a few known designs [49, 16].
We present a design tool that allows users to interactively preview the flexibility levels of their grid-based kerf pattern designs without physical fabrication; and we establish
a set of design principles for flexible kerf patterns that users can effectively apply to their
pattern geometries for improved flexibilities. To simulate the bending behaviors of kerf patterns at interactive rates, we exploit their periodicities and propose a fast, periodic boundary
condition-constrained simulation based on the finite element method. Specifically, given a
kerf pattern, we simulate only its constituent unit pattern and enforce the periodic boundary
conditions that the left and top boundary faces of the bent unit pattern must respectively
match its right and bottom boundary faces via rigid-body transformations. In order to
formulate the design principles, we create 75 unit kerf patterns with a great diversity of
geometric designs and flexibility levels. By quantitatively analyzing the relationship between the two, we show that the flexibility level of a kerf pattern is well correlated with
its geodesic, i.e., the shortest path between the leftmost and rightmost sides of the pattern.
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Our geodesic-based design principles allow users to make informed editing decisions through
visually reasoning about how their modifications to the pattern geometries affect the flexibility levels. By eliminating physical fabrication and redesign guesswork from the kerf pattern
design process, our tool and design principles let users focus on the visual designs of their
patterns and give them the creative freedom to prototype new decorative flexible patterns.

4.2

Overview

Creating a flexible grid-based kerf pattern requires iterating between designing the geometry,
checking the flexibility level of the design, and modifying the geometry if the design does
not meet the desired flexibility level [66, 26]. Users first design in a vector graphics editor
their initial 2D unit pattern such that it forms a single, connected kerf pattern when tiled
on a grid. Our design tool then extrudes the unit pattern along the z-axis and simulates
the bending behavior of the 3D kerf pattern (i.e., tiled 3D unit patterns) using a periodic
boundary condition-constrained finite element method (Section 4.3). When the kerf pattern
is less flexible than desired, users can follow our geodesic-based design principles to effectively
modify the geometry of their unit pattern (Section 4.4) and use our tool to verify that the
flexibility level of the redesigned pattern has improved. Since kerf patterns can be designed
to bend flexibly around any single direction, our design principles support creating patterns
that are flexible around the y-axis.

4.3

Simulations of Periodic Kerf Patterns

Linear elastostatics [14] and Finite Element Method (FEM) with linear tetrahedron elements [17] are commonly used in computer graphics to simulate solid objects with small
deformations at steady states [62, 61, 59]. For objects with large deformations, however,
linear elastostatics and FEM distort them unrealistically and researchers have developed a
number of advanced simulation methods to address this problem [58, 55]. While a flexible
grid-based kerf pattern can bend significantly, its large global deformation results from an
accumulation of small local deformations of its periodically tiled unit patterns. Therefore,
given a kerf pattern, we can simulate the small bending behavior of its constituent unit
pattern using linear elastostatics and FEM (Section 4.3.1) and exploit the periodicity of the
kerf pattern to fully capture the large bending behavior of the entire pattern (Section 4.3.2).

4.3.1

Simulations of Unit Kerf Patterns

In general, given a tetrahedral mesh with N vertices, we can simulate its deformation due
to external forces, f , by solving the linear elastostatic equation,
Ku = f ,

(4.1)
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for vertex displacements, u ∈ R3N , where K is the stiffness matrix. However, we cannot
directly apply (4.1) to simulate the bending behaviors of unit kerf patterns for two reasons.
First, (4.1) does not have a unique solution because K is known to be rank deficient.
Its rank is always 3N − 6 due to a rank-6 null space spanned by translation and linearized
rotation of the unconstrained rigid body. To obtain a unique displacement, one common
method anchors a number of vertices of the tetrahedral mesh [59, 55], but these anchors
introduce extraneous constraints and decrease the simulation accuracy.
Second, because a unit pattern is periodically tiled on a grid to form a kerf pattern, a
unit pattern does not bend freely on its own and its boundary faces are constrained by its
neighboring unit patterns to the left and right (along the x-axis) and top and bottom (along
the y-axis). Therefore, we must impose additional constraints on the boundary faces of the
unit pattern to respect the periodicity of the kerf pattern.
The sparse and direct least-squares solver proposed by Zheng et al. [107] computes a
unique solution to (4.1) without enforcing extraneous constraints by projecting out the null
space of K. We closely follow their approach and incorporate additional constraints into
their solver to properly simulate the bending behaviors of unit kerf patterns. We briefly
describe their method here and detail our modification to their solver in Section 4.3.2.
Sparse and Direct Least-Squares Solver. Zheng et al. first use an orthogonal projection P to remove the linearized rigid-body motion from f to ensure the system is compatible,
i.e., Pf ∈ range(K). They then devise a 3N × (3N − 6) sparse orthogonal matrix V, which
serves as a vertex displacement basis to eliminate translation and linearized rotation degrees
of freedom from u. Finally, they substitute u = Vr and premultiply (4.1) by VT to arrive
at a sparse, symmetric, and full-rank (3N − 6) × (3N − 6) system:
(VT KV) r = VT Pf .

(4.2)

This system can be solved directly using Cholesky factorization for the unique displacement,
u = PVr, where P is used to project out the particular linearized rigid-body motion chosen
by V. We refer readers to their paper for details on P and V.

4.3.2

Periodic Boundary Conditions

To correctly simulate the constituent unit pattern of a kerf pattern, we modify the vertex
displacement basis V in (4.2) to additionally impose constraints on the boundary faces of
the unit pattern in order to enforce the periodicity of the kerf pattern. We refer to these
additional constraints as periodic boundary conditions and we formulate them based on the
following observation.
When two neighboring unit patterns along the x-axis experience bending, the right
boundary face of the left pattern must match the left boundary face of the right pattern
(Figure 4.2a), which in turn must match the left boundary face of the left pattern via a
rigid-body transformation because unit patterns are identical and bend exactly alike. This
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(b) Matching boundary
faces of a unit pattern

Figure 4.2: Given two neighboring unit patterns along the x-axis, the right boundary face of the left
pattern (highlighted by the orange line) and the left boundary face of the right pattern (highlighted
by the green line) must match when the patterns undergo bending (a). Since unit patterns are
identical and bend exactly alike, the left boundary faces of both the left and right patterns must
match via a rigid-body transformation. Therefore, when a unit pattern experiences bending, its
left and right boundary faces must also match via a rigid-body transformation (b).

observation reveals that, given a unit pattern under bending force, all corresponding vertices on its left and right boundary faces, pl and pr , must match via a single rigid-body
transformation (Figure 4.2b). Since the deformation of a unit pattern is generally small, we
approximate this transformation with a translation t and a linearized rotation R.
We can therefore impose periodic boundary conditions on the left and right boundary
faces of a unit pattern by requiring that their corresponding vertices satisfy R (pl + ul ) + t =
pr + ur , where ul and ur are the respective vertex displacements. This equation takes the
following matrix form:

 l  
  l     r  r
1 −rz ry
1 −rz ry
tx
ux
px
ux
px

  
       
 rz 1 −rx  ply  +  rz 1 −rx  uly  + ty  = pry  + ury .
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With some simplifications, we can equivalently express the equation as between the displacements of corresponding vertices:
 l   
    r
0 plz −ply
ux
tx
rx
ux
 l    l
 r
l  
(4.3)
uy  + ty  + −pz 0 px  ry  = uy .
ulz

tz

ply −plx 0

rz

urz

We devise our modified vertex displacement basis VPBC based on (4.3) by replacing the
deformation degrees of freedom of all right vertices in V (i.e., vertices on the right boundary face) with a single linearized rigid-body transformation. We similarly impose periodic
boundary conditions on the top and bottom boundary faces by replacing the degrees of
freedom of all bottom vertices in V with a different rigid-body transformation.
Our modified vertex displacement basis VPBC has 3N rows and 3(N − N r − N b ) + 6
columns corresponding to the periodic boundary conditions-constrained deformation degrees
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of freedom, where N r and N b are the number of right and bottom vertices. The matrix VPBC
has the above form, where the last 12 columns are translations and linearized rotations between all corresponding left and right vertices and all corresponding top and bottom vertices.
Directly following Zheng et al. [107], we apply six constraints onto any three non-collinear
vertices, q1 , q2 , and q3 , to eliminate the free rigid-body motion of an unconstrained unit
kerf pattern: (1-3) we fix q1 by imposing zero translation, (4) we force q2 to move along a
fixed direction, a = (a1 , a2 , a3 ) = normalize(q2 − q1 ), and (5-6) we constrain q3 to lie on a
perpendicular plane by setting (b1 , b2 , b3 ) = normalize ([a × (q3 − q1 )] × a). After substituting VPBC into (4.2), we can now simulate unit patterns while respecting the periodicities of
grid-based kerf patterns and evaluate the bending displacement as the following:
T
T
K VPBC )−1 (VPBC
Pf ).
uPBC = P VPBC (VPBC

4.4

(4.4)

Design Principles for Flexible Kerf Patterns

With our periodic boundary condition-constrained simulation, users can quickly estimate
the flexibility level of their pattern design. However, when the design is less flexible than
desired, modifying the pattern geometry to improve its flexibility is challenging because the
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relationship between the geometric design and flexibility level of a kerf pattern is usually not
obvious and, to our knowledge, there exist no design principles that directly relate the two.
Without such principles, users are unable to visually determine whether their modifications to the geometry allow the pattern to be more flexible; and as a result, they cannot make
informed editing decisions to increase the flexibility level of their pattern based on visual
inspections of its geometry. Instead, users have to edit their pattern by trial and error and
rely on running the simulation after every geometry modification to check if the resulting
pattern becomes more flexible—an ineffective and time-consuming process.
In order to facilitate a productive editing process, we first identify geometric features of
a kerf pattern that are directly related to its flexibility level. We then formulate a set of
design principles, based on the identified geometric features, that users can effectively apply
to their geometric pattern design to improve the flexibility without resorting to simulations.
Through bending a variety of physically fabricated kerf patterns, we have empirically
found that the shortest path across a pattern is related to its flexibility level. We define
the shortest path and flexibility level of a kerf pattern in Section 4.4.1 and we use these
definitions to detail our findings in Section 4.4.2. In order to verify our findings, we create
75 unit kerf patterns and quantitatively analyze the relationship between their shortest paths
and simulated flexibility levels. The analysis shows that while the two attributes are related,
the shortest path alone is not sufficiently correlated with the flexibility level. However,
by further examining the unit kerf patterns, we have discovered three geometric features
associated with the shortest path that together correlate well with the flexibility level of
a pattern. In Section 4.4.3, we describe these geometric features and establish a set of
principles on designing flexible kerf patterns.

4.4.1

Geodesics and Curvatures

To help present our empirical findings from physical kerf patterns, we provide definitions for
the shortest path across a kerf pattern and its flexibility level.
Given two points on a surface, the shortest path between them that lies on the surface is
called a geodesic. Adapting this term to kerf patterns, we refer to the shortest path between
any pair of leftmost and rightmost vertices of a pattern as a local geodesic of the pattern
(Figure 4.3a); and we refer to the shortest local geodesic as the global geodesic or simply
the geodesic of the pattern (Figure 4.3b). Based on the new terms, we define the shortest
path across a kerf pattern as the geodesic of the pattern. Since we represent a pattern as a
triangle mesh, its geodesic is a sequence of line segments and can be computed exactly using
the algorithm proposed by Mitchell et al. [56].
Because we design kerf patterns to bend around the y-axis, we define the flexibility level
of a kerf pattern as the curvature formed by the pattern along the x-axis when bent with
a set force, following standard engineering practices [38]. To compute this curvature, we
apply a fixed amount of bending force to the left and right sides of the pattern and simulate its bending behavior with our periodic boundary condition-constrained FEM. We then
approximate the top surface of the bent pattern with a least-squares paraboloid, expressed
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(a) Local geodesics

(b) Global geodesic

(c) Curvature estimated by
least-squares paraboloids

Figure 4.3: Given a kerf pattern, its local geodesic is the shortest path between any pair of leftmost
and rightmost vertices of the pattern (each color—green, purple, and blue—denotes a different
local geodesic) (a). The global geodesic or geodesic of a pattern is its shortest local geodesic (b).
To compute the curvature formed by a kerf pattern along the x-axis, we approximate the top and
bottom surfaces of the bent pattern with least-squares paraboloids and estimate the curvature as
the average of principal curvatures of the two paraboloids at their centers along the x-axis (c).

as z = ax2 + by 2 , and estimate the curvature of the top surface as 2a, i.e., the principal curvature of the paraboloid at its center along the x-axis. We similarly evaluate the curvature
of the bottom surface and take the average of the two curvatures to represent the curvature
formed by the pattern (Figure 4.3c).

4.4.2

Observations and Analyses

Based on the bending behaviors of physical kerf patterns, we have made two observations on
the relationship between the geodesic of a pattern and the curvature formed by the pattern.
First, we have observed that the geodesic region, i.e., the region of a kerf pattern along
its geodesic (Figure 4.4a), often bends the least and forms the lowest curvature compared to
other regions across the pattern. Since a pattern can only bend as much as its least bendable
region, the geodesic region determines the curvature formed by the pattern.
Second, we have observed that when a kerf pattern has a longer geodesic, its geodesic
region and consequently the pattern itself generally form a higher curvature while under the
same bending force. Intuitively, when such a pattern bends, some portions of its geodesic
region twist as opposed to bend (e.g., the vertical bars in Figure 4.4c). These torsions
(i.e., twistings) cumulatively allow the geodesic region and thus the pattern to form a higher
curvature than what the elasticity of the fabrication material normally permits (Figure 4.4b).
On the other hand, when a pattern has a shorter geodesic (e.g., an H-shaped pattern), most
portions of its geodesic region lie straight across the pattern and cannot twist; and the
pattern forms a lower curvature as a result.
Together, these two observations reveal that we can determine the curvature formed by
a kerf pattern using the curvature of the geodesic region, which we can in turn estimate by
the length of the geodesic. To verify our observations and quantitatively analyze the direct
relationship between the pattern curvature and the geodesic length, we have created 75 unit
kerf patterns with a wide range of aesthetic geometric designs and sized them to have the
same dimension so that variations in pattern curvatures and geodesic lengths arise only due
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(c) Vertical bars
in torsion

Figure 4.4: The geodesic region of a kerf pattern is the region of the pattern along its geodesic
(highlighted by the red dotted line) (a). When a pattern with a long geodesic undergoes bending
(b), portions of the geodesic region twist as opposed to bend (c). These torsions collectively enable
the geodesic region, as well as the pattern, to bend beyond the elastic limit of the fabrication
material (e.g., this example pattern is fabricated with rigid birch plywood).

to differences in pattern designs. Figure 4.6 showcases a representative sample of the unit
kerf patterns, along with their curvatures and geodesics, and we provide all 75 unit kerf
patterns in Appendix B.
To conduct the quantitative analysis, we plot the curvatures formed by the unit kerf patterns against their geodesic lengths. The scatter plot (Figure 4.7a) shows that, very broadly,
patterns with longer geodesics have higher curvatures than those with shorter geodesics.
However, as the plot illustrates, pattern curvatures and geodesic lengths are inadequately
correlated and they have a low coefficient of determination R2 of 0.514 when fitted with a
least-squares linear regression. In particular, the plot contains numerous data points whose
patterns share similar geodesic lengths but form measurably different curvatures (e.g., the
highlighted pairs of pink and blue data points). Upon close examinations of these patterns,
we have discovered that the curvature of the geodesic region, which determines the pattern
curvature based on our observations, is not fully captured by the geodesic length alone and
is, in fact, additionally dependent on (1) the geodesic widths, (2) the geodesic orientations,
and (3) the number of distinct local geodesics of the pattern. Therefore, we devise a geodesic
measure that incorporates these additional geometric features in order to better estimate the
curvature of the geodesic region and consequently improve the correlation with the pattern
curvature.

4.4.3

Geodesic Measures and Design Principles

To facilitate devising the geodesic measure, we give a geometrically precise definition for the
geodesic region of a kerf pattern and we use this definition to examine how the curvature of
the geodesic region is formed.
Recall from Section 4.4.1 that the geodesic of a kerf pattern is a sequence of line segments.
We analogously define the geodesic region as a sequence of bar segments, where each bar
segment is the extrusion of the pattern area covered by the widths of the corresponding
geodesic line segment. More precisely, we define the width at any point along a geodesic
line segment as the perpendicular line segment that intersects the pattern (Figure 4.5a).
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twist angle φ

(a) Widths of geodesic line segments

(b) Bar segments of
geodesic line segments

(c) Kerf pattern under
bending force

(d) Minimal flexure in
horizontal bar segment

(e) Significant torsion in
vertical bar segment

(f ) Curvature formed
through twist angles

Figure 4.5: Given a line segment of the geodesic, its width at any point is the perpendicular line
segment that intersects the kerf pattern (a) and its corresponding bar segment is the extrusion
of the area covered its widths at all points (b). We define the geodesic region of a pattern as
a sequence of bar segments corresponding to the line segments of the geodesic. When a pattern
experiences bending (c), a more horizontally oriented bar segment of the geodesic region can only
bend minimally due to the rigidity of the material (d). On the other hand, a more vertically
oriented bar segment can twist significantly in spite of the rigid material and we measure its twist
angle (labeled ϕ) as the rotation degree of its cross section (the area highlighted by the purple line)
(e). Accumulatively, the twist angles of the bar segments form the majority of the curvature of the
geodesic region (f).

For each geodesic line segment, its widths at all points cover an area of the pattern and its
corresponding bar segment is then the extrusion of this area along the z-axis to the thickness
of the pattern (Figure 4.5b).
When a kerf pattern undergoes bending, bar segments of the geodesic region that are more
horizontally oriented will experience more flexures (i.e., bendings), while bar segments that
are more vertically oriented will experience more torsions. Since the pattern is made of rigid
material, bar segments under flexures can only bend negligibly and therefore contribute little
to the curvature of the geodesic region (Figure 4.5d). In contrast, bar segments under torsions
can twist significantly despite the rigidity of the material (Figure 4.5e). The accumulated
twist angles of these bar segments, measured as rotation degrees of their cross sections,
contribute to form the majority of the curvature of the geodesic region (Figure 4.5f).
We thus devise a geodesic measure that estimates the curvature of the geodesic region
via the total twist angle of its constituent bar segments. We build the geodesic measure
incrementally by incorporating, one at a time, the group of geometric features identified
in the quantitative analysis (Section 4.4.2) and we show that this geodesic measure is well
correlated with the pattern curvature.
(1) Geodesic Widths. Given a kerf pattern, we first consider the widths of the bar
segments in computing their twist angles and estimating the curvature of the geodesic
region. We define that a bar segment and its corresponding geodesic line segment share
the same length and widths along the length. If such widths are constant and the bar
segment has a uniform rectangular cross section, we can analytically compute its twist
angle ϕ as
TL
ϕ=
,
(4.5)
Gab3
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where T is the applied torque, G is the modulus of rigidity of the material, L is the length
of the bar segment, a is the larger of its width or thickness, and b is the smaller of the two
values [92, 23, 7]. But since the widths along most bar segments vary, we approximate the
twist angle of such a bar segment as
ϕ≈

TL X
1
,
Gn
max(t, wi )min(t, wi )3
sample

(4.6)

i

where n is the number of points evenly sampled along the length of the bar segment, t
is the thickness, and wi is the width at each sample point. To simplify the formulation
of the geodesic measure, we assume all kerf patterns are made of the same material. We
additionally assume that for any pattern, the geodesic region is subject to the entire bending
force, its bar segments undergo identical torques, and their twist angles contribute fully to
the curvature of the geodesic region. (We will address these additional assumptions when
considering the next two geometric features.) Based on these assumptions, we devise the
geodesic measure M1 to estimate the curvature of the geodesic region by approximating
the total twist angle of the bar segments:
M1 =

X Lj X
1
.
nj
max(t, wi )min(t, wi )3

bar

j

sample

(4.7)

i

(2) Geodesic Orientations. We now incorporate the orientations of the bar segments
into the geodesic measure to improve its curvature estimation of the geodesic region. We
define the orientation of a bar segment as the angle between the x-axis and its corresponding
geodesic line segment and we have observed that this orientation affects the curvature of
the geodesic region in two different ways.
First, the orientation of a bar segment affects the torque applied to the bar segment,
which then affects its twist angle that contributes to the curvature of the geodesic region.
Specifically, because we bend a kerf pattern around the y-axis, the bending force applies
the largest torque to a vertical bar segment and such a bar segment undergoes the greatest
torsion (Figure 4.5e). But as the bar segment becomes more horizontally oriented, the
applied torque from the same bending force gets smaller and eventually reduces to zero
when the bar segment is horizontal and does not twist at all (Figure 4.5d). Therefore,
given a bar segment with the orientation θ, we approximate its applied torque as T sin θ
and its twist angle as ϕsin θ.
Second, the orientation of a bar segment affects the contribution of its twist angle
to the curvature of the geodesic region, which we have defined to be along the x-axis
(Section 4.4.1). When a bar segment is vertical, its cross section and twist angle lie entirely
on the xz-plane, so the twist angle contributes fully to the curvature along the x-axis
(Figure 4.5e,f). (Recall from earlier in Section 4.4.3 that we measure the twist angle of
a bar segment as the rotation degree of its cross section.) However, as the bar segment
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becomes more horizontally oriented and its cross section rotates further away from the xzplane, less of its twist angle contributes to the curvature along the x-axis until eventually
none of the twist angle does when the bar segment is horizontal and its cross section
lies entirely on the yz-plane. Therefore, given a bar segment with the orientation θ, we
approximate the proportion of its twist angle that contributes to the curvature of the
geodesic region as sin θ.
Taking into account both effects of the orientations of the bar segments, we devise the
geodesic measure M2 to better estimate the curvature of the geodesic region:
M2 =

X Lj X
sin2 θ
.
nj
max(t, wi )min(t, wi )3

bar

sample

j

(4.8)

i

(3) Number of Distinct Local Geodesics. For simplicity, the geodesic measure M1
and M2 assume that the bending force applied to a kerf pattern is exerted entirely on
its geodesic region. But the bending force is in fact distributed over the whole pattern,
particularly regions along its local geodesics that also experience flexures and torsions
when the pattern undergoes bending. (Recall from Section 4.4.1 that a local geodesic is
the shortest path between any pair of leftmost and rightmost vertices of a pattern.) We
thus approximate that the bending force and the induced torque exerted on the geodesic
region are inversely proportional to the number of distinct (minimally overlapping) local
geodesics of the pattern. We define a local geodesic as distinct if it is the shortest among
all local geodesics whose regions overlap its region by over 50%. Consider the Pinwheel and
Coin pattern designs in Figure 4.6. Both patterns are subject to the same bending force
and their geodesic regions share very similar geometries. But because Coin has three times
as many distinct local geodesics as Pinwheel, Coin has only a third as much bending force
and induced torque exerted on its geodesic region and Coin consequently forms a curvature
a third as large as Pinwheel. Incorporating the number of distinct local geodesics N , we
devise the final geodesic measure M3 to give the best estimate of the curvature of the
geodesic region:
sin2 θ
1 X Lj X
.
(4.9)
M3 =
N
nj
max(t, wi )min(t, wi )3
bar

j

sample

i

To evaluate how well the geodesic measures correlate with the pattern curvature, we
follow the quantitative analysis in Section 4.4.2 and similarly plot the curvatures formed
by the 75 unit kerf patterns against each of the three geodesic measures. The scatter plots
(Figure 4.7b,c) show that, compared to the geodesic length, the geodesic measure M1 and
M2 have only modestly better correlations with the pattern curvature. However, by incorporating all the identified geometric features, the geodesic measure M3 achieves a marked
improvement over all other measures in correlating with the pattern curvature and reaches
a high R2 of 0.902 when fitted with a least-squares linear regression (Figure 4.7d). Such a
strong correlation demonstrates that we have successfully discovered a meaningful group of
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(a) Swirl
(κ = 2.04)

(c) Star
(κ = 6.87)

(e) Wiggle
(κ = 8.08)

(g) Snowflake
(κ = 9.98)

(i) Pinwheel
(κ = 2.22)

(k) Meso
(κ = 10.5)

(b) Panel
(κ = 0.71)

(d) Wave
(κ = 1.15)

(f ) Vine
(κ = 2.15)

(h) Tile
(κ = 5.34)

(j) Coin
(κ = 0.71)

(l) Mesh
(κ = 3.50)

Figure 4.6: A representative sample of the 75 unit kerf patterns designed to help identify geometric
features of a pattern that are directly related to its curvature. We have created these 75 patterns
to have a great diversity of decorative geometric designs (a–l), a large span of geodesic lengths
from short (b, d, f, j) to long (e, g, k, l), and a wide range of curvatures from inflexible (a, b,
d, j) to flexible (c, e, g, k). From these patterns, we have observed that they additionally differ
in three geometric features associated with geodesics (Section 4.4.3): geodesic widths (a and b, c
and d), geodesic orientations (e and f, g and h), and the number of distinct local geodesics (i and
j, k and l, whose distinct local geodesics, excluding the geodesic, are delineated with red dotted
lines). We size all unit kerf patterns to have the same dimension (3.5 × 3.5 × 0.03 cm) and assign
them properties of birch plywood (Young’s modulus E = 8.0 × 109 N/m2 and Poisson’s ratio ν =
0.3), a common (rigid) fabrication material for laser cutters and CNC machines. We apply 40 N of
bending force to all these patterns and compute their curvatures (labeled under the pattern names)
as outlined in Section 4.4.1. To accentuate the curvature differences between unit kerf patterns, we
tile them on a 5 × 3 grid, along the x- and y-axis respectively, and visualize the bending behaviors
of the resulting patterns. Please zoom in to see the geometric details of the pattern designs. We
provide all 75 unit kerf patterns in Appendix B.

geometric features that is directly related to the flexibility level of a kerf pattern. We therefore formulate a set of design principles for flexible kerf patterns based on these geometric
features:
(1) Long Geodesics. A kerf pattern with a longer (global) geodesic is more flexible.
Note that this requires all local geodesics of the pattern to be longer as well.
(2) Narrow and Vertical Geodesics. A kerf pattern also becomes more flexible when
all local geodesics, including the (global) geodesic, are narrower and more vertically oriented.
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(d) Scaled geodesic measure M3

Figure 4.7: Correlations between curvatures formed by 75 unit kerf patterns (vertical axis) and
their geodesic lengths (horizontal axis), as well as three geodesic measures. We scale the geodesic
lengths and measures by their respective maximum values as the actual values are irrelevant to
the correlation analysis. The colors and shapes of the highlighted data points correspond to the
colors and row positions of the patterns in Figure 4.6 (squares and circles refer to the top and
bottom rows, respectively). The analysis reveals that the geodesic length alone is insufficiently
correlated with the pattern curvature (a), which depends on three additional geometric features
of the geodesic. The geodesic measure M1 takes geodesic widths into consideration so that for
patterns with comparable geodesic lengths (e.g., the Star and Wave patterns highlighted by the
blue data points) (a), patterns with narrower geodesics receive greater values (b). The geodesic
measure M2 additionally incorporates geodesic orientations and assigns larger values to patterns
whose bar segments are more vertically oriented (e.g., the Wiggle pattern as compared to the Vine
pattern) (c). Finally, the geodesic measure M3 further accounts for the number of distinct local
geodesics and allot patterns with fewer distinct local geodesics proportionally higher values (e.g.,
the Pinwheel pattern relative to the Coin pattern) (d). By considering all three additional geometric
features of the geodesic, the geodesic measure M3 achieves a strong correlation with the pattern
curvature and they have a high R2 of 0.902 when fitted with a least-squares linear regression.

(3) Small Number of Geodesics. Finally, a kerf pattern that has a smaller number of
distinct local geodesics is more flexible.
Using these design principles, users can make informed and effective editing decisions to
improve the flexibility of their kerf pattern design based on visual inspections of its geometry
alone, without having to tediously rely on the simulation to check whether their geometry
modifications yield a more flexible pattern.

4.5

Results

We have incorporated our periodic boundary condition-constrained simulation and geodesicbased design principles into an interactive tool to help users create flexible kerf pattern
designs (Section 4.5.1). We have used our tool to substantially improve the flexibilities of 16
inflexible kerf patterns (Figure 4.1 and 4.9-4.11 and Appendix B) and we walk through the
design processes of three patterns (Figure 4.9-4.11) to illustrate the effectiveness of our tool
(Section 4.5.2).
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(d) Reference flexible pattern

Figure 4.8: Our interactive kerf pattern design tool contains two main windows. The design window
on the left shows the 2D unit pattern (a) and the simulation window on the right displays the 3D
kerf pattern, which consists of extruded 2D unit patterns tiled on a 3 × 5 grid (b). As users modify
the geometry of the unit pattern, the design window highlights in real-time the updated global
geodesic (the red line) and distinct local geodesics (the red dotted lines) of the resulting pattern
(a), while the simulation window presents the updated bending behavior of the redesigned pattern
based on the user-specified bending force (d). The simulation window can additionally show the
bending behavior of a known flexible kerf pattern (the purple pattern) under the same bending force
to help users better gauge the flexibility level of their pattern design (d). As the pattern undergoes
bending, both windows optionally visualize the stress incurred by the pattern to spotlight regions
experiencing high levels of deformations (c,d). These regions often fracture easily and users can
choose to redesign them first as they edit the pattern to improve its flexibility.

4.5.1

Interactive Design Tool

Our interactive kerf pattern design tool takes a 2D vector graphics of a unit kerf pattern
as input. The unit pattern must be non-disjoint and form a single, connected kerf pattern
when tiled on a grid. Given an input unit pattern, our interactive tool facilitates the design
process by providing users with immediate feedbacks on how their modifications to the
pattern geometry affect its geodesics and flexibility level in the design and simulation windows
(Figure 4.8).
The design window on the left shows the 2D unit kerf pattern and updates in real-time
the distinct local geodesics (including the global geodesic) of the pattern as users adjust its
geometric design (Figure 4.8a). Based on the updated geodesics, users can follow our design
principles and iteratively modify the pattern geometry to reduce the number of distinct local
geodesics and make them longer, narrower, and more vertically oriented.
In addition to geodesics, the design window optionally visualizes the stress incurred by
the pattern as it undergoes bending to help users identify regions of the pattern experiencing high levels of deformations (Figure 4.8c). These regions often fracture easily, experience more flexures than torsions, and contribute little to the flexibility level of the pattern.
Consequently, these regions present users with opportunities to improve the geodesics and
flexibility of the pattern and users can choose to redesign these regions first as they edit
the pattern. After every modification to the pattern geometry, users can promptly view the
flexibility level of the resulting pattern in the simulation window.
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1. Initial design
(F = 130 N, κ = 3.2)

2. Edit rectangles
(F = 130 N, κ = 5.5)

3. Edit octagons
4. Final design
(F = 130 N, κ = 11.0) (F = 130 N, κ = 22.4)

Simulated kerf pattern
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Fabricated kerf pattern

Figure 4.9: For this lattice pattern design, we observe that its geodesics as highlighted by our tool
are primarily horizontal. We thus update the (rotated) rectangles in the pattern to be hexagons
in order to introduce vertical line segments to the geodesics (Design Principle #2). While this
edit does improve the flexibility of the pattern (Step 2), the improvement is minor because the
geodesics remain short. Therefore, we make the geodesics longer by modifying the geometries of
the octagons (Design Principle #1) and the pattern becomes more flexible as expected (Step 3).
Finally, we remove a few horizontal bars from the pattern (Step 4). This removal not only further
lengthens the geodesics, but also reduces the number of distinct local geodesics from four to two
(Design Principle #3), resulting in a significantly more flexible pattern design. We note that we
have added solid bars to the left and right sides of the fabricated pattern only to enable us to bend
the pattern more easily.

The simulation window on the right displays the 3D kerf pattern, which consists of
extruded 2D unit patterns tiled on a 3 × 5 grid (Figure 4.8b). Users can apply a varying
amount of virtual bending force to the left and right sides of the pattern and our tool
computes the bending behavior of the pattern at interactive rates based on our periodic
boundary condition-constrained simulation (Figure 4.8d). Since virtual bending forces are
abstract and difficult to understand tangibly in real-world settings, users can additionally
view the bending behavior of a known flexible kerf pattern under the same bending force to
better gauge the flexibility level of their pattern design.
By offering users real-time updates on the geodesics and flexibility level of their unit
kerf pattern as they edit its geometry, our tool allows users to focus on the visual design of
their pattern and lets them efficiently experiment with different geometry modifications to
produce a pattern with their desired aesthetic and flexibility level.

4.5.2

Kerf Pattern Design Walkthroughs

We have used our interactive tool to create 16 flexible kerf pattern designs (Figure 4.1
and 4.9-4.11 and Appendix B). In Figure 4.1, we significantly increased the flexibility level
of a leaf pattern by modifying its geometry based on our design principles and verified that
the redesigned leaf pattern is flexible through physical fabrication. We walk through in
Figure 4.9-4.11 how we applied our design principles to considerably improve the flexibility
of a lattice pattern, a floret pattern, and a fish pattern using our tool. We have fabricated all
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three updated patterns to confirm their increased flexibility levels. We show the remaining
12 flexible kerf patterns in Appendix B.

1. Initial design
(F = 80 N, κ = 2.4)

2. Edit petals
(F = 80 N, κ = 9.4)

3. Edit lilies
(F = 80 N, κ = 19.6)

4. Final design
(F = 80 N, κ = 38.2)

Simulated kerf pattern

Fabricated kerf pattern

Figure 4.10: To improve the flexibility of this floret pattern, we first apply decorative cuts to its
petals (Step 2). These cuts increase the geodesic lengths and consequently the flexibility level of the
pattern. We then redesign the geometries of the lilies so that the geodesics contain more vertical
line segments and the pattern bends more flexibly as a result (Step 3). We continue to edit the
geometries of the lilies along the horizontal middle of the pattern to decrease the number of distinct
local geodesics by half, which allows the pattern to be even more flexible (Step 4). This editing
session shows that, by applying our design principles deliberately and aesthetically, users can use
our tool to create appreciably more flexible patterns while remaining faithful to the original designs.

1. Initial design
(F = 100 N, κ = 1.4)

4. Final design
2. Add wavy cuts 3. Add fish scale cuts
(F = 100 N, κ = 6.2) (F = 100 N, κ = 18.0) (F = 100 N, κ = 24.0)

Simulated kerf pattern

Fabricated kerf pattern

Figure 4.11: We start redesigning this fish pattern by adding wavy cutouts that resemble markings
on tropical fish to the left half of the pattern (Step 2). These cutouts force the geodesics to zigzag as
opposed to traversing straight through the pattern, therefore making the geodesics longer, as well
as more vertically oriented, and the pattern more flexible. We proceed to create cutouts adapted
from fish scales in the original design and incorporated them into the right half of the pattern
(Step 3). These cutouts additionally lengthen the geodesics and enable the pattern to bend even
more. We finish the editing by thickening the cutouts we have added and the flexibility level of
the pattern further increases due to the decreased geodesic widths (Step 4). As evidenced by the
final design, our tool empowers users to apply the design principles creatively and produce flexible,
artistic patterns that take inspirations from the source patterns.
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Conclusion

Kerf patterns enable rigid boards to bend flexibly and have become popular among designers
thanks to the aesthetic appearances of the patterns and their relative ease of fabrication. But,
because their geometric designs are not obviously related to their flexibility levels, designing
flexible kerf patterns is challenging and most patterns available online are merely variations
of a few known flexible designs. We have presented a kerf pattern design tool that allows
users to interactively simulate the bending behavior of their grid-based kerf pattern design
and we have established a set of design principles for creating flexible kerf patterns that users
can directly apply to their design to improve its flexibility. We believe our interactive tool
and design principles will encourage more designers to create and share their own flexible
kerf pattern designs.
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Chapter 5
Conclusion
5.1

Summary of Contributions

In this thesis, we have explored ways to empower users to create furniture designs that make
effective use of woodworking techniques without prior knowledge. Towards these goals, we
have developed interactive tools that help users verify their furniture designs and guide users
towards visual designs that satisfy all the requisite geometric and physical constraints. The
contributions of our interactive tools can be summarized as follows:
• An interactive tool for enabling users to design and analyze the stability of decorative
intrinsic joints for furniture.
– An algorithm that takes surface 2D parts (i.e., groups of 2D regions on the input
solid model surface that must belong to the same part) and automatically generates a set of solid 3D parts that each conform to one of the surface 2D parts and
that together assemble without collisions into the input solid model.
– A novel variational static analysis solver that improves on the shortcomings of
the popular equilibrium method to perform stability analysis on the assembly of
solid 3D parts and report the locations of sliding and hinging accelerations that
are experienced by the unstable parts, if any.
– A gallery of 100 joint designs and 9 complete furniture assemblies created using
our joinery design tool.
• An interactive tool for assisting users in designing ornamental kerf patterns that enable
boards made of rigid material to bend flexibly.
– A periodic boundary condition-constrained finite element method that simulates
the bending behaviors of grid-based kerf pattern designs at interactive rates.
– A set of easily applicable geodesic-based design principles for flexible kerf patterns.
– A gallery of 75 unit kerf patterns created to help formulate our design principles.
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Limitations and Future Work

Our research on computational woodworking has shown promising results, but there are
many opportunities for improvements and extensions. We discuss here limitations and a few
areas of future work related to our interactive design tools for stable decorative joints and
flexible kerf patterns.

Design Tool for Stable Decorative Joints
While our joinery design tool can successfully generate solid 3D parts for a wide variety of
user-specified joint designs, our algorithm does have some limitations. First, since we only
search over a fixed set of 26 disassembly directions for parts, our tool may deem some input
surface 2D parts as not assemblable when in fact they are. One way to mitigate this problem
is to increase the search space over additional disassembly directions, but each additional
direction adds a dimension to the search space. Combining our approach with an analytical
model of the directional blocking graph [71] is a direction for future work.
Second, since our algorithm focuses on generating SOPA compatible parts, it can only
generate joints that assemble via single translational motions. Our approach cannot generate joints that assemble via rotational motions, multi-step translations, or deformation-based
snap-fit motions. Handling such joints would likely require a much higher dimensional search
for identifying collision-free assembly sequences and more sophisticated algorithms for distributing volume between the parts.
Third, we know of one algorithmic limitation. In the inset figure, the
red and green 2D parts have identical maximum 3D parts. Our algorithm
cannot generate 3D geometries for the red and green squares because neither reallocation attempted by our intersection resolution leaves both parts
connected. However, 3D joint geometry similar to a cross lap joint is a valid solution. Note
that this is the only algorithmic limitation we have discovered and it never arose in practice
after creating over one hundred joints covering a wide range of design space.
Fourth, as our tool is focused on interactively designing decorative joinery, users must manually design joints to correct all part instabilities. As
an alternative, we have experimented with automatically adding hidden
joints. These are joints on the mating surfaces between two unstable parts
which interlock them yet cannot be seen on any surface of the assembled
furniture. In our experiments, we automatically add mortise-and-tenon
joints aligned with the disassembly direction to the mating surfaces, as
shown in the inset figure. This appears to work well in many cases, but more work is needed
to generate hidden joints when the disassembly direction is parallel to the mating surface.
Fifth, our tool requires users to draw surface 2D parts as input, i.e., a complete partition
of the solid 3D model surface. For more complex models or joinery designs, creating a total
partition can sometimes be time-consuming. We believe exploring methods to facilitate or
partly automate the partitioning process provides a fruitful direction for future work.
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Design Tool for Flexible Kerf Patterns
Our kerf pattern design tool allows users to apply our geodesic-based design principles and
manually modify the geometry of their pattern design to improve its flexibility. While we have
successfully created a great diversity of decorative, flexible kerf patterns using this approach,
figuring out how to modify the pattern to lengthen its geodesics without significantly altering
the appearance of the design can sometimes be challenging. We believe an automated system,
built on our design principles, that offers users real-time feedbacks on where and how to
redesign their pattern would further facilitate and expedite the kerf pattern design process.
In our own design experiences, we have found that strategically placed cuts on a kerf
pattern (i.e., erasures of small areas on the pattern that disconnect some of its regions from
one another) affect its geometric design minimally, while forcing its geodesics to reroute and
become longer as a result. Additionally, these cuts can reduce the number of distinct local
geodesics of the pattern while making them more vertically oriented. Suggesting to users
where to apply these cuts on a pattern to increase its flexibility level serves as a meaningful
first step in developing an automated kerf pattern design system.
Our interactive tool focuses on facilitating the design of grid-based, periodic kerf patterns
that bend flexibly around one direction. While these patterns are the most common among
those created by professional designers, our tool can be extended to support more types of
kerf pattern designs. First, the rectangular tiling utilized by our tool is a special case of
isohedral polygonal tiling, a particular class of periodic bases in which all tiles are congruent
to a single polygon. Incorporating this general tiling, as well as other periodic bases, into
our tool would enable users to produce an even greater variety of geometric pattern designs.
Second, in addition to periodic patterns, aperiodic patterns can be visually fascinating
but often challenging to design. Exploring both the simulation techniques and the design
principles to assist users with the design of flexible, aperiodic kerf patterns provides an
exciting direction for future research.
Third, the kerf patterns created with our tool can only form simple, cylindrical surfaces
when they undergo bending. While these curved surfaces are sufficient in many furniture
design scenarios, other disciplines such as architecture and engineering may desire more complex surfaces that resemble paraboloids or hyperboloids. Extending our tool to allow users
to create kerf patterns that bend in multiple directions and form geometrically interesting
curved surfaces would offer users more opportunities to express their creativities.
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Appendix A
Appendix for Chapter 3
In this appendix, we provide 100 decorative joints we have created using our interactive
joinery design tool, as well as additional joints we have fabricated.

Gallery of 100 Joint Designs

Solid 3D parts

Surface 2D parts

Hand-crafted joints

A.1

Finger tenons

Fingertip tenons
with lateral tenons

Fingertip tenons
with central tenon

Lapped dovetail

Double lapped dovetail
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Solid 3D parts

Surface 2D parts

Hand-crafted joints
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Board lengthening
with jigsaw keys

Board lengthening
with meander key

Finger tenons

Lapped finger tenons

Secret finger tenons

Fingertip tenons

Lapped fingertip
tenons

Secret fingertip
tenons

Fingertip tenons
with key

Solid 3D parts

Surface 2D parts

Hand-crafted joints

Board lengthening
with dovetail keys
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Solid 3D parts

Surface 2D parts

Hand-crafted joints
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Hammer tenons

Simple slotting joint

Double lapped
slotting joint

Halved dovetail corner

Mitre joint with
dovetail key

Jigsaw mitre joint

Halving with
elliptical tenon

Double jigsaw
hook corner

Solid 3D parts

Surface 2D parts

Hand-crafted joints

Lapped hammer tenons

Dovetail key corner
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Solid 3D parts

Surface 2D parts

Hand-crafted joints
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Dovetailed cross
halving

Jigsaw cross
halving

Cross mitre joint
with jigsaw key

Shouldered dovetail

Shouldered
triple dovetail

Triple dovetail

Double dovetail

Symmetrical
double dovetail

Double jigsaw

Solid 3D parts

Surface 2D parts

Hand-crafted joints

Oval shouldered
halving
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Solid 3D parts

Surface 2D parts

Hand-crafted joints
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Gooseneck mortise
and tenon joint

Plain scarf with
dovetail keys

Shouldered
dovetail halving

Hooked jigsaw
halving joint

Stop lap with
jigsaw key

Tenon joint with
star-shaped mortise

Shouldered tenon

Locked leg framing

3D finger
tenon joint

Solid 3D parts

Surface 2D parts

Hand-crafted joints

Ginkgo scarf with
stub tenons
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Solid 3D parts

Surface 2D parts
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Open slot mortise with
whole-timber tenon

End lap joint

Mitered open mortise

Rabbeted stub tenon

Housed dovetail

Rabbeted tenoned
mitre joint

Dovetail

Dovetail

Dovetail

True mortise and tenon

Rabbeted mortise
and tenon

Beveled shouldered
mortise and tenon

Draw pin joint

External draw pin joint

Solid 3D parts

Surface 2D parts

Solid 3D parts

Surface 2D parts

Open slot mortise
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Solid 3D parts

Surface 2D parts
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Cross lap joint

Cogged lap joint

Bird’s mouth joint

Half blind
stub tenon

L-shaped
stub tenon

Cross-shaped
stub tenon

Stub tenon joint

Half blind
stub tenon

Stub tenon joint

Dovetailed lap joint

Lapped gooseneck
mortise and tenon

Lapped gooseneck
mortise and tenon

Lap joint

Simple scarf joint

Solid 3D parts

Surface 2D parts

Solid 3D parts

Surface 2D parts

Notched mortise
and tenon
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Solid 3D parts

Surface 2D parts
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Inserted tenon joint

Lapped rod mortise
and tenon joint

Halved rabbeted
oblique scarf joint

Four-way goose
neck joint

Oblique scarf joint
with stub tenons

Oblique scarf joint
with stub tenons

Rabbeted oblique
scarf joint

Arrow joint

Pinned corner joint

Blind dovetail joint

Four-way puzzle joint

Puzzle joint

Four-way kanawa joint

Spike splice joint

Solid 3D parts

Surface 2D parts

Solid 3D parts

Surface 2D parts

Stub tenon joint
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Solid 3D parts

Surface 2D parts
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Halved oblique
scarf joint

Half lap scarf joint

Cross lapped
goosneck joint

Barrow-wheel
halved joint

Half-lap joint

Curved half-lap joint

Curved dovetail joint

Twisted dovetail joint

Inlay dovetail joint

Solid 3D parts

Surface 2D parts

Hand-crafted joints

Four-way goose
neck joint

We have created these 100 joints based on photographs we have found in traditional
woodworking guides [70, 60], Japanese joinery books [82], and joinery examples from the
popular woodworking websites1,2 .
1
2

http://wwideas.com/2015/11/the-most-impressive-wood-joints/
https://winterdienst.info/50-digital-wood-joints-by-jochen-gros/
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Gallery of Fabricated Joints

Assembled parts

Fabricated solid 3D parts

Surface 2D parts

A.2
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(b) Inlay dovetail joint

(c) Puzzle joint

(d) Beveled shoulder
mortise and tenon

(e) L-shaped
stub tenon joint

(f ) Cross-shaped
stub tenon joint

(g) Blind dovetail joint

(h) Halved oblique
scarf joint

(i) Bird’s mouth joint

(j) Stub tenon joint

(k) Four-way
kanawa joint

(l) Half lap scarf joint

Assembled parts

Fabricated solid 3D parts

Surface 2D parts

(a) Arrow joint
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Appendix B
Appendix for Chapter 4
In this appendix, we provide the 75 unit patterns we have created to help formulate our
design principles for flexible kerf patterns (Section 4.4). As described in Figure 4.6, we have
sized all unit patterns to have the same dimension (3.5 × 3.5 × 0.03 cm) and assigned them
properties of birch plywood (Young’s modulus E = 8.0 × 109 N/m2 and Poisson’s ratio ν =
0.3), a common (rigid) fabrication material for laser cutters and CNC machines.
For each unit kerf pattern, we highlight its geodesic in red and label its curvature due
to 40 N of bending force under its name. To accentuate the curvature differences between
unit patterns, we tile each pattern on a 5 × 3 grid, along the x- and y-axis respectively, and
visualize the bending behavior of the resulting kerf pattern.
As discussed in Section 4.5.2, we have significantly increased the flexibility levels of 16
initially inflexible unit kerf patterns by redesigning their geometries. We first show these 16
pairs of inflexible and flexible unit patterns (32 in total) before providing the remaining 43
unit patterns. Please zoom in to see the geometric details of the pattern designs.

B.1

Gallery of 75 Unit Kerf Patterns

Pattern #01 (initial)
(κ = 0.64)

Pattern #01 (final)
(κ = 6.69)

Pattern #02 (initial)
(κ = 0.95)

Pattern #02 (final)
(κ = 7.53)

Pattern #03 (initial)
(κ = 3.50)
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Pattern #03 (final)
(κ = 7.07)

Pattern #04 (initial)
(κ = 0.22)

Pattern #04 (final)
(κ = 4.52)

Pattern #05 (initial)
(κ = 1.02)

Pattern #05 (final)
(κ = 5.87)

Pattern #06 (initial)
(κ = 0.28)

Pattern #06 (final)
(κ = 5.57)

Pattern #07 (initial)
(κ = 2.58)

Pattern #07 (final)
(κ = 6.87)

Pattern #08 (initial)
(κ = 0.50)

Pattern #08 (final)
(κ = 5.20)

Pattern #09 (initial)
(κ = 0.88)

Pattern #09 (final)
(κ = 3.97)

Pattern #10 (initial)
(κ = 1.56)

Pattern #10 (final)
(κ = 9.50)

Pattern #11 (initial)
(κ = 4.15)

Pattern #11 (final)
(κ = 8.37)

Pattern #12 (initial)
(κ = 0.42)

Pattern #12 (final)
(κ = 6.38)

Pattern #13 (initial)
(κ = 0.47)
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Pattern #13 (final)
(κ = 1.93)

Pattern #14 (initial)
(κ = 0.47)

Pattern #14 (final)
(κ = 4.86)

Pattern #15 (initial)
(κ = 0.90)

Pattern #15 (final)
(κ = 3.60)

Pattern #16 (initial)
(κ = 0.95)

Pattern #16 (final)
(κ = 4.47)

Pattern #17
(κ = 0.59)

Pattern #18
(κ = 1.94)

Pattern #19
(κ = 0.60)

Pattern #20
(κ = 0.19)

Pattern #21
(κ = 9.45)

Pattern #22
(κ = 6.98)

Pattern #23
(κ = 0.24)

Pattern #24
(κ = 2.04)

Pattern #25
(κ = 5.65)

Pattern #26
(κ = 2.82)

Pattern #27
(κ = 0.84)

Pattern #28
(κ = 3.74)

Pattern #29
(κ = 0.29)
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Pattern #30
(κ = 0.25)

Pattern #31
(κ = 2.46)

Pattern #32
(κ = 2.25)

Pattern #33
(κ = 1.15)

Pattern #34
(κ = 2.15)

Pattern #35
(κ = 4.91)

Pattern #36
(κ = 2.22)

Pattern #37
(κ = 1.52)

Pattern #38
(κ = 0.45)

Pattern #39
(κ = 1.76)

Pattern #40
(κ = 8.08)

Pattern #41
(κ = 0.57)

Pattern #42
(κ = 4.37)

Pattern #43
(κ = 5.34)

Pattern #44
(κ = 10.5)

Pattern #45
(κ = 0.77)

Pattern #46
(κ = 9.98)

Pattern #47
(κ = 1.44)

Pattern #48
(κ = 2.64)

Pattern #49
(κ = 6.59)
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Pattern #50
(κ = 8.11)

Pattern #51
(κ = 2.59)

Pattern #52
(κ = 5.05)

Pattern #53
(κ = 1.40)

Pattern #54
(κ = 3.45)

Pattern #55
(κ = 1.87)

Pattern #56
(κ = 0.71)

Pattern #57
(κ = 3.83)

Pattern #58
(κ = 7.48)

Pattern #59
(κ = 4.39)

